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Zusammenfassung 

Das vorliegende Heft enthält die während der Tagung uStatistische und tektonophy
sikalische Aspekte der Seismizität" am Zentralinstitut Physik der Erde der DAW zu 
Be l n, InstitutionellJena, vom 16. bis 18. Mai 1972 gehaltenen Vorträge, die als 
Grun l age fur die Beratungen der Arbeitsgruppe ,,Statistische Methoden" innerhalb der
Su bkommission 11Seismizität von Europa'' der Europäischen Seismologischen Kommission 
dienten.

In der Eröffnungsansprache wies der Direktor des Instituts; Herr Prof. STILLER; 
auf die Bedeutung der quantitativen Seismizitätsdarstellung für die komplexen Frage
stellungen des Geodynamik-Projektes hin. Der Präsident der Europäischen Seismoiogi
schen Kommission, Herr Prof. SAVARENSKY, Moskau, betonte die statistischen .Aspekte der 
S ismizitat und erläuterte die Möglichkeiten zur physikalischen Interpretation der
gewonnenen Gesetzmäßigkeiten sowie die Anwendung auf die Abschätzung des Erdbebenri-
ikos unter verschiedenen Gesichtspunkten. 

SCHENKOVA unterzog die Erdbeben des nordöstlichen Mittelmeers im Zeitraum (1901,
1967) einer Analyse ihrer zeitlichen Folge anhand mehrerer Modelle, aus denen durch
den x2-Test ein optimales ermittelt wurde. 

PURCARU untersuchte Modelle der Häufigkeits-Magnituden-Abhängigkeit, z. B. di e von 
UTSU und von OKADA, vom Standpunkt der Informationstheorie. 

In zwei von PANZA vorgetragenen Arbeiten ist die Seismizität von Italien ein
schließlich der Darstellungsgrundlagen besprochen worden, wobei die GUTENBERG-RICH-
TERsche Magnituden-Häufigkeits-Relation zugrunde liegt. Ihre Koeffizienten wurden 
für die verschiedenen seismotektonischen Einheiten Italiens ermittelt. Außerdem sind 
für diese Gebiete Modelle der Intensi tätsverteilung um die Epizentren aufgestellt 
worden. Mit seismischen Daten, die bis zur Zeitenwende reichen, wurden sodann Kar
ten des seismischen Rt sikoa und der aktiven Verwerfungen hergestellt. Außerdem de
monstrierte PANZA die starke Abhängigkeit der Magnitudenangabe, wie sie aus seismi
schen Oberflächenwellen gewonnen wird, von der Herdtiefe eines Bebens in der Erd

kruste. 

Mit logarithmisch normalen Verteilungen der Erdbebenhäufigkeit über der Magnitude 
oder der Energie, der Bestimmung ihrer Koeffizienten und deren Vertrauensintervalle
befaßten sich MAAZ und PURCARU sowie NEUNHÖFER und MAAZ. PROCHAZKOVA zeigte die Not
wendigkeit einheitlicher Methoden zur Ermittlung der Parameter in der GUTENBERG
RICHTERsehen Häufigkeits-Magnituden-Verteilung und gab diesbezügliche Empfehlungen. 

Zwei Vorträge von ULLMANN und MAAZ stellten die Verbindung der Seismizitätsfunk-
o 

tion als Energieflußdichte mit der Energieverteilung im Herd vermittels der BATH-
DUDAschen Formel für das Herdvolumen her und gaben eine Verallgemeinerung der Seis
mizitätsfunktion, die die Ungenauigkeit der Herdkoordination statistisch berücksich
tigt . 
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Summary 

The present number contains the papers read at the conference "Statistcial and 
Tectonophysical Aspects of Seismicity" held from May 16 to 18, 1972, at the Central 
Earth Physics Institute of the German Academy of ,Sciences of Berlin, Jena branch, 
which serve as a basis for the discussions of the working group uStatistical Methods" 
within the subcommission "Seismicity of Europa" of the European Seismological Com
mission. 

In his opening speech the Director of the inatitute, Prof. STILLER, pointed out 
the importance of quantitative representation of seismicity for the complex problems 
of the project of geodynamics. The chairman of the European Seismological Commission, 
Prof. SAVARENSKY, Moscow, emphasized the statistical aspects of seismicity and ex
plained the potentialities of physical interpretation of the laws established as well 
as their application to estimating the earthquake risk under various aspects. 

SCHENKOVA analysed the chronological succession of the earthquake of the north-
eastern Mediterranean in the period (1901, 1967) in the light of several models, 
from which an optimum model was found by the x2-test. 

PURCARU examined models of the frequency-magnitude dependence, e.g. those of UTSU 
and of OKADA, from the view-point of information theory. 

In two papers read by PANZA the seismicity of Italy including the fundamentale 
of representation was discussed, where the GUTENBERG-RICHTER magnitude-frequency 
relation is the underlying principle. Its coefficients were determined for the 
various seismotectonic units of Italy. Moreover, modele of intensity distribution 
about the epicentres were set up for these regions. On the basis of seismic data 
going back as far as to the Birth of Christ maps of the seismic risk and of the 
active faults were then drawn up. Furthermore, PANZA demonstrated the great depend
ence of the magnitude value as obtained from the seismic surface waves on the focus 
depth of an earthquake in the earth's crust. 

MAAZ and PURCARU as well as NEUNHÖFER and MAAZ were concerned with logarith
mically normal distributions of the frequency of earthquakes over the magnitude or 
energy, the determination of their coefficients and their confidence intervals. 
PROOHAZKOVA pointed out the necessity of standardized methods for determining the 
parameters of the GUTENBERG-RICHTER frequency-magnitude distribution and gave re
commendations in this respect. 

Two papers by ULLMANN and MAAZ established the connection of the seismicity 
function as energy flow density with the energy distribution in the focus by means 
of the BÄTH-DUDA formula for focus volumes and rendered a generalization of the 
seismicity function in which the inaccuracy of the focus coordinates is statisti
cally considered . 
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Rbsum6 

Le pr6sent numero contient les discours qui ont et€! prononcbs pendant la seance a 
propos des nAspects stat,?,-stiques et tectonophysiques du seisme" a l'Institut central 
„Physique de la Terre" de l'Academ:i,e Allemande des Sciences de Berlin, eection 
d'Institut a Iena, du 16 au 18 mai 1972, discours qui servaient de baee pour lee 
deliberatione du groupe „Mbthodee statistiques" de la sous-commission „Le sbisme 
d'Europe" de la Commission Sbismologique Europeenne. 

Dans son discoure d'inauguration, le Directeur de l'Institut, Monsieur le Prof. 
STILLER, mit en relief l'importance de la preeentation quantitative du sbieme pour 
les quc~tions complexes du projet de geodynamique. Le President de la Comm.ission 
8aismolo0ique Europeenne, ~onsieur le Prof. SAVARENSKY, de Moscou, accentua les 
aepects statistiques du stieme et exposa les possibilites d'interpreter physiquement 
les conformitas deduites aux lois ainsi que l'application de celles-ci a 
l'appreciation du risque de tremblemente de terre a des points de vue differente. 

SCHENKOV.A se mit a analyeer la succession temporelle, sur la base de plusieurs 
mod~les, a partir desquels un modele optimal fut determin6 par le moyen du test x2 , 
des tremblemente de terre de la mer Mediterranee du nord-eet dans la periode (1901 , 
1967) 0 

PURCARU examina des modeles de ia fonction frequence/magnitude , ainsi par ex. 
ceux d'UTSU et d'OKADA, au point de vue de la tneorie d'information. 

Dans deux discours prononces par PANZA, on a discute le seisme d'Italie, a inclu
sion des fondements de representation, sur la base de la relation magnitudes - fre
quences d'apres GUTENBERG-RICHTER. Ses coefficients ont ete determines pour les di
verses unites seismotectoniques d 1Italie. De plus, on a etabli, pour ces regions, 
des modeles demontrant la distribution des intensites autour des 6picentres. A 
l'aide de donn6es saismiques remontant 4 l'l3poque de transition, on a 6tabli alors 
des cartes du risque seismique et des rejets actifs. En outre, PANZA demontra la 
grande dependance de l'indication de magnitude telle qu'elle est deduite des ondes 
el3ismiques superficielles, de la profondeur du foyer d'un tremblement dans l'ecorce 
terrestre. 

La repartition logarithmiquement normale de la frequence des tremblements de 
terre sur la magnitude ou l'energie, la determination de ses coefficients et inter
valles de confiance faisaient l'objet des etudes de MAAZ et PURCARU ainsi que de 

.4 ,I ., 

NEUNHO~""ER et MAAZ. PROCHAZKOVA signala la necessite de methodes unifiees pour la 
dl3termination des param~tres dans la repartition de frequence - magnitude d'apr~s 
GUTENBERG-RICHTER et soumit des propositions correspondantes. 

Deux discours prononces par ULLllANN et MAAZ etablirent la relation entre la 
fonction de seisme comme densit6 du flux de l'energi.e, et la repartition de l'ener
gie dans le foyer, de conformite a la formule de BÄTH-DUDA concernant le volume du 
foyer, et propos~rent une generalisation de la fonction de seisme, fonction qui 
tient compte statistiquement de l'inexactitude des coordonnees de foyer. 
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Pea10i.«e 

B npe):lnaraeMolii 6pomrope co):lep:m:aTC.fl ;noKna,ru.i, npo,niTaHHiiie Ha KOHqiepe~.:m I noc

BR.ll!9HHoi1 „CT8.THC'l':i!1!6CKHM H TeKTOHO-q/H3Hto8CKHM acneKT8.M ceiiicMHTl:HOCTH" 1 oprarurno

BaHHOM UeHTpaJIDHiiIM liHCTHTYTOM @H3HKH 38MJIH rep~aHCKO~ AKa;neYHJ,I HayK B BepnHHe, 

WV.JIWaJIOM HHCTWTyTa B ßeH~ C I6 IIO I 8 MM I972 r., M ITOCJIY~HBWHe OCHOBOW ,ll.JIJ'I COBe

ll!aHHH pa6o'!evi rpynnw „CTaTMCTM'l:eCKH e MeTo,ru.:" B IIO,ll.IC0Ml1CCMll! nCeiiCMl•FlHOC'.\'l, EBpom,1" 

EBponeiiicitolii CeiiicMonorHTl:ecito~ Ko1,rncc1-rn: .. 

Bo BCTYIIMTem,HO~ peti:11 ;nw:peKTOp kIHCTWTyTa TOB. npoqi. IIITL-IJIJIEP yRaaan ,Ja BWltHOCTb 

KOJI>'!Tl:eCTBeHHOM xapaKTepHCTHKH ceHCHH'IHOCTH ;a;mi 06llle~ IlOCT8.HOBKl1 BO:lpoca :reo):lHHaJ,rn:

qecKoro npoexTa. TTpeaM;a;eHT EBporreiiicKo~ Ceiicuonornt1ecKoii KoMHCCHH TOB. rrpo~. 

3ABAPEHCKnfi, MoCKEa, i:10):l'l:epKHYJI CTG.TWCTH-..eCKHe acneKTl>l C8Y.CM-1TtHOCTM 14 YK!'.aa.n H& 

B031ViOYCHOCTH ip1,1:31,1:-qemcoro 06'1>.FiCHeHMJ'I nonyt1eHHWC 38.KOHOMepHOC'i'eii, 3. TaKllCE: Ea ;;;crron:::.-

30B8.HHe npw o~eHKe onaCHOCTH aeuneTpHCeHHJ'I C paan:i,,:qahlX TO~eK apeHHH. 

filEHKOBA ITO,r;;Bepn,a aHa,Tiv1ay aeMJieTp.FICeHY.J'I B ceBepo-EOCTO'IIHOi'i <l3.CTH Cpe)l;~i:31:iMHOrO 

MOp.FI B Tettemi:e Bpeuem/i (I90I, I967) B :wx :epeMeHHOH IIOCJie;a;o:aaTeJlLHOCTH c riOMOllll>Ill 

HeCKOJlr-:!rnx MO)J;6Jl€A ,, k'LZ :l(QTOl)l,IX 'tleJ;l33 TeC'X' x2 (51:mo l10lJ;Y'!:'3HO ov•i ;,M~}Il>HOe ;rn:a,t;emi:e .. 

fIYPKAPY :paccMo•.rpen Mo.D,eni-. saB.r•'.}itfMOC'l'H ,;iacTC>Ti.: OT 1>,;,:-re;;:c;,rnHc,(';Tlt! ae,, m~'rp.;::c1:,~ :.F1: 

aanpm.iep, •m,ne1' Y- YTCY v. OKAUhI ,, c 'l'!).ZK~ ;;poHL'l liHQCP"'-fü.t•;.o,rnoi1 ?eo:p,m. 

B ;ru:yx pe.60,-~,x G.IL"L:Xbl, t.:?J1,-:i~1,ti;cr 1~:r;oe. o'l'pa;rs~H...:G 11 ;JJ;OK•:C,i11X, pE·111, M;a;i:3T o <::E< ,;c-1,~12 , 

HOCTH V,:•rar..:Y..lll:~ Blr.]!Yl"i l.\H ocacJrnyro xap:?Y,TepV<CT~nc:r, rrpY.v:e1~ 'c'. 0 "'.':!O'EY UO.rt\JlK6HO OTr:!C: ,;,e;;n;; 

HHT8:HC1tiBHOCTil ;rnMm~Tp.F!C8Hfü'l ,!1 Tl:8.CTO':,;:.I rYT:l:h:Bli::PrA-PID."TEAL E'l.'O }f,(HlqJWHll,lißH";t'l-' (;;:iiil!'1 

nony't[eHN JI]I,P. pa3HWC ce,ifouoTeK'l.'OB'.HTJ:ISCK:l'lX eiJ;Ym:rui; ]/I'i' 8,JUU!., l{pmi., T.')'J:0, )J;JIR 3T.'•)Jo: 06,:'Iaü•

Tev.i 6hlfür ;y·cTaHOEJIA1'nI MO;JJ;en>1: pacnpe;nemnrnn ;;f:tt:'teHcv.:1;i;:ocTv. BOKpyr amutenTpClB. (ie. ,noi1 

OCHOBe C EOAl'Cll!LaiJ CSilC:i K'l8CKW'X )J;aHr-.:ux, RO'.':' )piiVC. XI!a";:'.W.' li,O Hnv ar,a one;,:zyw,ciero llff11:E. ; 

7 

6mJrn co,~·ra:a1;e31: R3.JilTH ceUcmp;:,;:,mtor: ~f;.,po:m 1; 3.R'.·I-r :r:rnb: ct;:pnco:r. t:_p0w~ <!T•r'-> 1Lic'iL, 

rro:eaaaJI c .t.: ,::~~;yro ~nBKC:R~OC't' r, ri&J:i~i~t.:.t: .!f.Rl'1iHiniJ:a::1c,t'.'.i'M 3r~~-PI '3~."})~~i::;.:111{.t~. ·.1 non.y11ea:tt1iix 1 -:~ c.3~~-

MH'lleCKHX r,öB'.'!pY.HOC'i·Hl,1,1( EOJ.i,~ OT :.~:rryth:.s.r: :~ .'l,WraH;;rJI 3;r,:,i;v<{'l_p,:1, ::eMJl6Tp.~ceHtuI 2 ~ \:> i'f,,;nr 

KOpe, 

r:orapHq>MY.tJ:eCKM HO)?MaJilo:Uil:hU<! pe,cnpe;n;ene;rn.f:!MH ,,ianTOT1l ;;l(W.rleTpßCP.HHH no H:HT'-"a'.'}i4B= 

HOCTt1 3eM.rreTp,fl:C8HHJ'I HJIH 3Heprm-r,, on::pe)le;1ea:1,nu Y:X K03(,IIWHUiiO'':!'.rO» V. :0:X ViHTep:oaJJO.'.l :E'4•· 

,ll.6:»CHOC,T ,'i! samrm1JIHCr. MAAU 111 If.lPJ{AP;r' a Tc'.<t:llC~ HO!i:a:xi1wEP M nv~,L( , iL.UOX..AILKOBA ;v:..:-aarum, 
Ha EGO(J;J,.t<mOCTlo pa3:pb.60'l'lf.1', e;!J;J,HhlY. ),i(::TO,T.\0,1 ll)>;::;: ,:(,:iey•rn~rn:P.' l1.l,°~J3.'!f! ~l)Oll pacu.pP.l,l.e.r.o:;n,;;,r,, 

-i8CTO'!':i,l -V.:H'I'8HO>lBHOr.TH aeMJWr.'pHCF.lHHJ'I no I'.'fTEHBEPrY-PiiiXTEP.i .7t Jl:S,:r:m, II <!TO,\! Bf,0'J)RZT.'l

HHP.' !'i€CKC1H,,((I ueHfü,TX COBe·ro,a, 

E cr.or~x ,u,mma.na;c YJibMAH .11: MAAU ycTaHow·rn1J c;3,!l:3J> Mex,izy WYHKD.YLeM ce:ÜoM~.",l:,::,,>,:;r0 • .;t,,.,t.r, 
i'IJlOTE:OC~' J;f J:iO'J:OR<'!. aaepr:m,: H pacnpe~eJieHH\?1§ ,HiGI>r.l'<',Vi B amn~e~(',J;iC l70C_pe~CT1JOH (i),;J;;(yJ.::;J 

BM>~i~~'JIE ;u.m;, 06'.heMa arrv.iteHTpa, r: 06061;; ,,,r iJ!:r-1r!'.rv~ .• ,11 <'.ls.Ucm;pn,or:?,;~-, nvror;i:,,fT ;,y -,,::vl·•;;r.e-:;, 

'. ::ii:''r.OTJ:IiO~'T·!, FCOp:mnlS.T '3R¼U~J' ·,-p9. CTS:r · ,i !.f'J{IC'!';:~, 
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By 

Dsar Colleagues , 

1I1he new t'ounj.ed W(·t'"l<.in1~:. ~~: r(~,~:.i·: un u 3t·'.lt ~~&Llcsil r~i ethc.\fis' ' C:f tr\e ff;:f'<:cn:rii 1:;G.lcn ~~{-=lis-

ui..:.ci ty of' ·~u .rope" or· tLe ~urc0 ,: 0:,: r: Se .!_ ~lll('l l·+;j_c·a], ')Lommissl. on ilq.s Dr'"nni ze'.i .: b; Li. T'S t; 
' ' . . 

meei:;:Lng :~ere in tt·ir~ Jen:,. or:!r:ch o·r" tli~ ·-;;e.:1Lrai j9_·~ t:~1 PJJ.YdlG8 In~tit\j . .te I\:, tfl}~m ·of 

t he .\cndr>roy of Sclt:mces . of Gl• l'JUan Dewo~:r:1t; i c ~e 1:ul)lip .. I ·Sm ver.v ~;1:i,d tu ::>t.at~ t;hat 
, .· 

; 0;me t'oec'ign guests - D~·. :·)CiiENKOVA J'rolll ~;zedh• .. :c·1lovfl.r;;i;1, i'r,• f. S.i\VAR!!:NSKY frcm USSR, 

Dr, PA:·: ZA fro;n Italy, and Dr. PL;RCJA::m f ~ •:m :~umam:a - s.2e !;a;,inr::, ; ·aH: 'it th.:o J•.' nii 

~ e ~ ti ~g ~ f th~ work ng group. 

fie knew, l:'rom Lhe results of tllG Upper M-3nt1 e f'·rcject, the :.i;rec;.·t ir::porc1rnce ·')f 

vJOr1d-w:dr·, re 5:: <.cnal r,s well as local seism:icity invoot:.F:ntions for. t.he d·.'Veloprr.ent 

l'f eo:uplex g e ophysical and geological research work. 'I'he new tendencies in investi

·'-' t; :_ !· g tne dynamir.al oehaviour of the e<t r t h n.::-e also clcse l :.' connected ·A'.i ':;h s e is-

Ir ~·L'r in,:;tj. t1...t0 we have g.stl1ered sorr.e expe('ii~nces· 1yitl: r0s.pect to i ,llVflStir-ation 

arn mapping of rnagne tic, g:ravlmet:ric, and l'.'l'1C·3n t c rustFil movement parameters·. Wur-k 

was o.l;;o done in the direction of gcotectonic map construction. · I a.iii very p;1ad to 

stute that in the past years corre:•ponding investigation:;; W•?re also made in the 

domain of seii.>mici'Cy. Here I nave t;o men.t;ion .the sr·ecial w(1 rk cf our colleagues 

ULLMAN '·: and l\\AAZ, includ.ing o..spt!::ts of the mathe!Jlatical th~o ey 0f seismieity and 

mapp.i.U•:; of S•·.· 0.smlclty by coropu.tors r'or dii'fet:'ent · regions in Eu:eope. 

'rhe resul.,s of tr:e IJ1)per 'lantle r·ro;ject have shown tihe great :~ mportance of rnri.ps 

of geo :.:'hysica .:. a od gedogical parameter£: as a base of complex interpre.:;ation. 1'hG 

handli : g of gee:pnys:.:.cal obs .. Tvatlons wit.h respect to map .construction has shown the 

two aspects of Gl.is proole.ll!~ 

a) the statistical and 

b) cbe analytical point ·.: f view. 

Botti of theJ!l must b8 taken int;o account for seismici ty , too. I think that the devel

op111ent of t;ha sta~ist;ical methods of seismj_city ha.9 to include the diffe1•ent ' '.spects 

of tile whole co:n:i;lsx prcblem of seismicity, including the various possibilities of 

application and the c-:mnections with other geoi;0hysical and geological informations. 

1 ) Director of the Central Earth Physics Institute of the AdW der DDR 

15 Potsdalli (GDR). reh.•t;raphenberg 
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:r.c thut eft'ec t I t'eel that .seismicity will glve good resulto also for t.be fut;.ire 

tendertcieo ot' the Ueodynumics .l?r·oject, especially for the development of the dyna

mical wodol. of the tectonosphere und for the characterization of region8.l and global 

tectonic ol.:> ;;1ents. - I hope ~hat the discu ;;:; sions during the meeting of the working 

·}.roup will be mo::>t fruitful. 

DOI: http://doi.org/10.2312/zipe.1972.018
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General Renarks to the Object of this Meeting 

By 

E.F. SAVARENSKY 1) 

Herr Professor Stiller, meine Daman und Herren! 

Zuerst mochte ich Sie im Namen der Europaischen Seismologisch~.ri Ko1TJI1is,sion herz
lich begrli(3en. Es ist fiir mich eine gro{3e Freude, hi er zu sein. Dem Direktor des 
Zentralinstituts Physik der Erde, Herrn Prof. STILLER, und seinen Kollegen ~anke ich 
herzlich da,filr. 

I am very thankful, as the president of the European Seismological Commission~ 
to the director of this institute and to our colleagues for organizing this possi
bility to meet here and to discuss - which is most important - some probleme con
cerning the statistical methods in seismicity investigations. 

We have the praxis to organize such separate meetings of the ESC working groups. 
We had two meetings in the Czechoslovakian Socialistic Republic, the first one con
cerning the nature of the boundaries of the Earth's crust, the second one dealing 
with the convolution of seismograms; we had also the meeting of the working groups 
of the North ... African as well as of the Ibei?ian regions in Lissabon. Moreover~ tne 
confere~ce held in Finland, whose topic was the investigation of the Earth's crust 
in Northern Europe, has to be mentioned, etc. It is a rather important direction for 
the activities of our European Seismological Commission. I am personally very glad 
to attend this meeting here in this institute, which is very well known, as much as 
our colleagues here at Jena and at Potsdam are. Besides, l have he::.~e some other 
applications connected with my personal interest regarding surface ,vaves. Thsre<fors 

I am highly pLeased to stay here. 

For the scientific direction of the investigations concerning the seismicity on 
the base of statistics I see some problems which are most important. First oi' a~l 

there is the problem to search and to find, by means of the statistics, some lawe 
for the generation of earthquakes in general. And from pract::..cal viewpolnt 5.t is 
rather important to find the localities cf strong earthquakes; ~hich is very signifi
cant for the seismic r·egionalization too~ I suppose. The sec:,rch] ng of ·vhe well.-~nown 
linear curve representing the dependence of the logarithm of the frequency -on the 
magnitude or the 1 ogari thm of energy, perhaps, was the most popular· knowledge con
cerning the statistics in seismicity. But it is not exact and the problem is much 
more extensive. The most important question, in my opinion, and a very d.ifficu:.t one 
is to find out to which place or to which territory the statisti~al relation belongs 
because the latter must be connected very closely wlth tbe tectcr..ical processes and 
the physical ba,sement to be investigated. 

1) Institute Physics of the Earth, Moscow , Acad . of Sciences of the USSR, fl''oscow, 
B. Gruzinskaya 10 
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It is very d:i..fficult to separate aftershocks, foreshocks, and the essential 

shocks. 'fhere is no exact knowledge concerning the definition of 11foreshock.s" ?'l.nc 

,.aZ-tershocks". Sometimes, we are able to discern these types of shocks after v c:::: .. 

strong earthquakes. I know the only relative publication submitted b;y DJ'.', SUYEHIRO 

from Japan , who found that the frequency-magnitude relation and especially the 

coefficient b of the graph changes markedly before and after an earthquake. But; 

when may the process of fares hocks begin, and when will the pt?Ocess of the o.fter

sbocks end? We have no knowl8dge about :i.t till now. 

The second and a very important question about the statistics applj.ed to the i!l.

vestigation of seismici ty concerns the time. 'I.1he usual construction of the curve 

represent ::..ng the dependence between the frequency and the energy is very difficult , 

because very strong earthquakes occur rarely and we have very few information. 

Nevertheless, ·;;he1·e are already some results, e. g. from our colleague FEDOTOV, w.h:; 

has published his findings in the Journal Fizika Zemli. He found some pecu:).i11ri·';;i;:'lJ 

commor. ·c;o mrny earthquakes ~. n the Pacific and certain repetitions of energy var:;. 

atlons wi t;h ti.rae as \'lell as of the frequency of shocks in time for many stro.ng 

ea::-thqua kes. .?rof , :.:CAWASUM~: fr•JLl J a i)an announced that the next strong earthg:;ake i:.. 

the ':'okyo region nas to oe expected, with a probability of 99.7 %, in 1978 e::; th.::. 

latest. Having gati.1.ered a great deal of material concerning that area, he calcv.latsL 

tne probao::.::..i'.;y of the :nean pe:.-:"iodical law p;id ·found certain fundamentals for a 

prediciJ:.on. Now t :·in Japanese are prepa:::-ing apecial measures for preventing di:i '5'.t' 

trous c onsequences, as conflagrai;ions and other kinds of serious distructim;r. , -

'rhe third ::.mporta:i.t probleJL is -:;he corre~.ation between the stati s tical depe:--,c . .o. n<:eb 

of seis~ici ty and other geophysical pa:c-ameters, c-?. g. heat flow, magnet .i c' i;co 

grav:~ ty anoma1ie<:> ., geology, "'.;ect;onics, c;e omorpho3.ogy etc. 

important: resu.1 ts and f;he program o :f futi;..r.~,, ~ . nvest;igation. The Cor.ir.lissi OD ~r:: 

:pleased to 1:we suet. resu '.Lts, and. l. w.i.sh t o trans mit its best c or!;pl i ments , 
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Time Distribution of Earthquake. Qccurrence in the North-Ea$ter:q MediterraneElD. Zone 

By 

z. SCRENKOV.4. 1) 

The time distribution of earthquake occurrence in the north,..eastern Mediterranean 
zone is investigated. It is shown that th~ process with tbe negative binomial entries 
as a model describing tne occurrence Of shallow-focus eartb.quakes in this . zone is 
better than thePOisSON process. 

The object of this paper is t ,o iuvestigate one o:f the characteristic fe~t~res of 
the seismicity of the north-eastern Mediterranean zone, i.. e. to find laws gqverning 
the time distribution of earthquake occurrence ,using instrumental observations. The 
original data of shallow-focus earthquakes (h < 60 km) are taken .from the European 
catalogue 1901 -:- 1955 [3] completed by additional information from 1956 - 1967. The 
period of 67 years, for which the data on earthquakes of M ~ 4-.5 are available, 
might be long enough for the full manifei;;tation of earthquake forces. The one-year 
interval is applied as a most appropriate unit • . Shorter intervals are not feasible 
because then the number of .,empty" intervals increases. The investigated regions are 
numbered as :follows: No. 22 Yugoslavia, the Aegean region as a regiop of the highest 
activity in Europe divided into three focal zones -, No. · 26-1 . (Cent:t'~l and South 
Greece), No. 26-2 (Crete) ., No. 26-3 (West Turkey) , Nos. 27 + 29 + 33 + 34 (the North 
Anatolian faul~ zone). 

I 
I 

/;"'--a -- .IS 

Fig. 1 . 
European seismic zones 

1
) Geophysical Institute of the Czechoslovak A,cademy of Sciences, P,rague 4-Spcirilov , 

Boen! II 
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The occurrence of earthquakes may be c.onsidered as a stochastic point process, 
where the individual ev.ents occ.ur separately, or in. small.groups at a time. The pro
bability structure of a point process is. described by the distribution of the num

bers of events in a particulai' interval. The process is stationary if its probability 

structure ·is invariant under translations of the time axis. The simplest stochastic 
po.i,nt model for the ·occurrence of earthquakes is the stationary POISSON process. 

. . 
Given a sequence of independent random events, all of which are equally probable, we 
may asswne that the probability is asymptotically proportional to the length of the 
interval and the probability of m.ore than one event in the smail interval is 
asymptotically negligible. 

The probability distribution .of a POISSON process [2) is 

(1) P(A.)i - expfi,t),t~ I ,t > 0 i : 0 1. 1 t 2 t • • • I 

when P(A.)f is the probability t:tia~ in an · arbitrary interval of unit length i 
events will occur with the interisitY ,t. To test the actual distribution with POISSON 
d'istribution the ·i test is used under the assumption that the theoretical frequen
cies n P(il)i ~ 2, where n is the length of the observation period. If we denote 

by si the nwnber of years with the annual number of earthquakes, i, then the test 
statistics 

(2) = 
t 
E 

i=O 

has a x2 distribution with t - 2 degrees of freedom and the parameter of the 
POISSON distribution 

t 
E i Si 

(3 ) ii. = i=O 
t 
E s. 

i=O 1 

'l'he parameters of the POISSON distribution, ii. , the test statistics, 
ca.l values, x~ ( cf.[2]), are given in Table 1. 

X
2 and critio' 

Table 1. POISSON distribution P(il) 

Region 22 26-1 26-2 26-3 27+29+ 26-1 without 
+33+34 aftershocks 

ii. 3.3 7.9 2.6 4.9 . 6.0 6.0 
2 

Xo 116.77 95.97 3 . 59 90,43 51.28 10.68 

x~%(t-2) 16.8 21. 7 13 . 3 18.5 15.1 15.1 
2 

x5%Ct-2) 12.6 16.9 9.49 14.1 11.1 11.1 
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I~he hypothesis about the POISOON distribution is not rejected at the 5 % or 1 % 
significance levels and the value x~ is n0t significant except for shocks in Crete 
(see Fig. 4, Table 1). It is shown that the agreemen-t between observed and theo
retical frequencies is influenced by the presence of aftershocks. As for example 
aftershocks from the periods 1912, 1914/15, 1953/54 are eiiminated in Greece, it is 
possible to observe a good agreement with the POISSON distribution (see Fig. 7, 
Table 1). 

In order to retrieve more statistical information from the catalogue , it is use
ful to look for a better distribution or, still more preferably, for a better mode: . 
if a two-parameter distribution is found which fits the data then i n essence it is 
possible to describe the data with just two numbers. 

The assumption inherent in the POISSON series, however, is that the probability 
of an event remains constant, which in practice rarely proves right. Any variation 
in the expectation of an event - in particular for o.ue event to increase the prob
ability of another - will increase the variance ot· the distribution relative to the 
mean, and a negative binomial distribution will invariably better descri"be the data. 
Writing the negative binomial distribution in the form pk (1 - q)-k , the probabil
ity of i events [4] is given by 

i = O, 'I ~ 2, ••• , 

where k, p are parameters, p + q = 1 . The mean of the negative binomial distri
bution is 

(5) M = .!Lg 
p 

the variance may be written as 

(6) v = ¥ 
p 

Thus as p is necessarily less than unity, the variance is alv!ays greater than the 
mean , while for the POISSON distribution the variance is equal to the mean ~. Having 
derived the negative binomial distribution as a generalized POISSON series, it is 
not surprising to find that the POISSON distribution is obtairied as a limiting form 
of pk (1 - q)-k. 

There are several methods of estimating the parameters p ar.d k. One of them is 
a method of moments, which is used here. If the first two moments of the negative 
binomial distribution are estimated from the sample momen·~s, then the ratio of the 
mean to the variance provides an estimate of p , i. e . if the mean of the si3lllples 
is m and the variance is s 2 , then 

(7) p m = 2 . 
s 

When m = k q/p and noting that q = 1 - p, an estimate of k i s given by 

(8) k = _!!!._lL_ 1 - p • 
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Table 2" Negative binomial distribution NB(k, p) 

Region 22 26-1 

k 1.1 0.6 

p 0.25 0.1 
2 X
0 

6.15 41.01 
2 x1%(t-2) 18.5 18.5 
2 x5%(t-2) 14.1 14.1 

E 0.66 0.53 

26-2 26-3 27+29+ 26-1 without 
+33+34 aftershocks 

9.0 1.1 1.5 5.0 

0.8 0.18 

12.89 11.43 

15.1 21. 7 

11.1 16.9 

0.63 

Oo2 

14.63 

18.5 

14.1 

0.68 

0.45 

12.26 

23.2 

1s.3 

0.89 

15 

The values of these parameters p, k are given in Table 2. The efficiency of 
estimating p and k by this method (see Table 2) was derived by FISHER [1], and in 
terms of the parameters used here the reciprocal of the efficiency is given by 

) 
1 {1 2 1 2 2 x 3 1 3 . . 2 2S; 3 ~ 4 l 

(9 'E = 1 + 2 3 q (k + 2) + 4 q (k + 2)(k + 3) + '5 q (k +2)(li + J)(k + 45"+ . . . .t . 

To test the actual distribution with the negative binomial distribution the x2 

test is used, too, under the same assumption about theoretical frequencies. Test 
statistics x~ are less than corresponding critical values x~% or x~% for all 
the investigated regions except for Greece (Table 2). Therefore, only for Greece 
with the great af·tershock series the hypothesis is rejected at given significance 
levels • ....After such sequences are removed, the data show a good agreement with the 
negative binomial model (Table 2). 

20 

22 

N 

N, 
P'ig. 2. Histogram of frequency of occurrence of shallow shocks in 

Yugoslavia 
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15 26·1 

N 

0 IO IS 

-~ ............ N, 

Fig. 3 •. Histogram of frequency of occurrence of shallow shocks in 
Greece 

f5 26·2 

N 

I 
fO 

, 
5 I 

Fig. 4 • His.toe;ram of frequency of occurrence of shallow shocks in 
· Crete 
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Fig. 5. Histogram of frequency of occurrence of shallow shocks in 
West Turkey 
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Fig. 6. Histogram of frequency of occurrence of shallow shocks in the 
North Anatolian fault 
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2D 

15 26°1 
wltltOlil afterrltoclcs 

N 

l 10 
, ... ' 

I 
\ 1'(6) I 

s 

------ N, 

Fig. 7. Histogram of frequency of occurrence of shallow shocks with
out aftershocks in Greece 

In Figs . 2 -· 7 the histograms for the frequency of earthquake occurrence in one
year intervals are given for the individual zones (number of years with the given 
annual number of earthquakes, N, versus number of shocks in one-year intervals, Ny). 
The curves for the POISSON distribution with the parameter A are drafted by dashed 
lines in these figures and the curves for the negative binomial distribution with 
the parameters k, p are drafted by full lines. From Fig. 7 it is difficult to re
cognize which distribution describes better the time distribution of earthquake 
occurrence. For the approximation of the beginning and the end of this histogram the 
negative binomial distribution and for the middle the POISSON distribution are more 
convenient. 

Conclusion 

So far we are limited in the development of ideas based on direct physical 
evidence or knowledge of physical processes leading to the origin of earthquakes. 
Therefore, various statistical models are being suggested and their properties are 
used for estimation of the probability of earthquake occurrence within a given area. 
According to the results of this paper it may be generally stated that the process 
with the negative binomial entries as a model describing the occurrence of shallow 
earthquakes in the north-eastern Mediterranean area is better than the POISSON 
proaess. It probably eliminates an influence due to the presence of swarms 
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(a, r;. Wu,·;; T~:~:.:key) whici:l is f..i::'::.'icult to define and remove , an influence of spa"· 

tiai j_nhomogoneity. Tl:::: ooserv2'd d·eviation from the negative bi.nom.ial distribution 
must be att.ributed. tc the _9:::-esence of aftershocks. 

( 2] .TA~'KO, J. 

[ 3] :rJ.RNIK , v·. 

[ 4] WIIJ.HMSO.N , 1"ii , l 

PH.ETHERTON 1 11. B" 

The negative binomial distribution. 

Ann, Eugen • .11 (1941) 

Statistick~ tabul~. 

Praha: NCSAV 1958 

Seismicity of the European area, Part 1. 

Praha: Academia 1968 

Negative binomial probability distribution. 

London 1963 
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Seismicity and Isoseists in Italy 

By 

M. CAPUTO 1), V . KEILIS-.I30ROK 2) , •.r. KRONROD 2) G. !WLCHAN 2) , G.F . . PANZA 3) 

A. PIVA 1 ), V. PODGAEZKAJA 2 ) , and D. POS'I'PISCHL 
1

) 

Summary 

An analysis of instrumental and historical seismic data has been carried out in 
ooier to determine the model of earthquake occurrence and the model of intensity of 
shakings around the epicentres for the Italian region. The obtained models will be 
used in the next paper for the estimation of the seisll!ic risk. 

1 . Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to construct the statistical models of the time 
series of earthquakes in Italy and of the isoseists of an earthquake of given 
magnitude. These models will be used in the next paper for the estimation of the 
seismic risk. 

2. The model of earthquake occurrence 

,J 

Italy was tentatively divided in two different ways: 

a) into four regions (Fig. 1) according to the seismotectonic map of Europe 
(BELOUSSOV et al, 1968 [1]) , 

b) into three regions (Fig. 2) according to the map of surface fau1ts (MALARODA and 
RAIMONDI 1957 [7]) 

in· order to have the possibility of cheching the stability of the results. 

In each region we assume basically two hypotheses: 

1. The events in the magnitude range Mk belong to a POISSON distribution defined 
by Ak (the annual average number of events in the range Mk). More precise 
formulation of this hypotheses is given by MOLCHAN et al. (1970) [8, 9]. 

2 . The parameters Ak for different magnitude range Mk in the same region are 
related to the magnitude M by 

1 ) Institute of Geophysics - Institute of Physics, University of Bologna, Italy 
2 ) Institute of Physics of the Earth - Soviet Geophysical Committee of ·the Academy 

of Sciences USSR 

3) Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics , University of Bari , Italy 
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Fig. 2 Seismic regionalization of Italy based on 

surface faults distribution 
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(1) 
~ 

J = 
1X-y(Iof.-M ) 

10 ° d1Ji 
Mk 

:'·::co!'~ iri 2c; to thcJ U.r1ca:- GU·.re;NB~-;;RG relation (GU'l'ENBERG and RICH'.rER 194-9 [5]) · 

Details on the statistical consequences of the hypotheses 1. and 2 . can be found in 

GAPUTO et al. (1968~ [2]. 

In order to est .;_ mate IX and y we have considered data on 985 seismic events in 
It.<J.ly, instrur:ientall.:~: recorded between 1893 and 1965, which we shall call ,.instru
mental data" (IACGARINO 1968 [6J) 1 and 252 events between 1501 and 1929, recorded in 
chronicles, which we shall call ,,historical data" (CAVASINO 1929 ["!-]). The after
shocks were eliminated using the method of CAPUTO et al. (1972) [J]. 

Por the estimation of IX and y we use the maximum likelihood method. This 
procedure results in the following main advantages compared with the usual estima
tion by least squares method: 

a) Point estimations are maximum likelihood ones. 
o) ·.rhe confidence areas for IX and y are determined as well. 
c) L'he errors in magnitude are considered. 
d) The number of observed earthquakes can be used in the original form , i. e. for 

any non-intersecting volume of time - magnitude - space • 

.rable 'l gives the summary of computed variants. As can ~e seen from an analysis 
et' that table the difference between estimations of a and y for different Mk is 
not unsignificant, though less than ~a, ~y • 

ConcPrning the magnitude of earthquakes from historical data, for which the 
m£>.croseismic intensity J was estimated by CAVASINO, we have used the following 
re:..aticms : 

8 < J ~ 9 : 5.6 .i 0.1 ~ M f 5 , 9 .± 0.1 

9 < J $; 10 5-9.±0.1 ~ M ~ 7.8 

Corrections of j:0.1 were introduced in variants 2 and 3 respectively. 

Let us consider now if the joint analysis of the historical and instrumental data 
is justified. The values of p in Table 2 do not contradict the hypothesis that for 
each region the intensity of earthquake flow was the same in the historical and 
instrumental period, Under this hypothesis the ratio of earthquakes numbers v1 and 
v 2 should approximately correspond to the ratio of periods T1 and •r2 • If v1 and 
v2 are independent and distributed by POISSON's law, the conditional distribution of 
v 2 for fixed n = v1 + v 2 is the binomial distribution: 

= 

with parameter 

[x] 
E ck Pk (1 - p)n-k 

k=o n 
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·1, B;st::i.mations of a and 'Y; a .:!:. Lia and y ..±. Lly are 99 % confidence intervals . 
L is the :>um of all r.egLons ir. corresponding variant 

;:, .. I 

~Y!1 Mk 

v 
-

...... I ; 1 ,. 7~ 

0 '::'5 

-- 0 1 0 . 9? 

.. 9 

D a t a 

Instruinen t"al Instrumental and historical 

'Y for different regions are assumed 

In;::.ipendent the same Indipendent the same 
.. 

/q "'."IX Lia y Lly -a 'Y Lly -a Lia y Lly -a 

0.23 1 .• ,45 0.14 4.59 0.81 0.13 4.59 0.11 4.62 

: .12 4.71 0."10 

c .32 5, 71 0.16 G. 82 0.1-.? 

4.96 0.84 0.10 5.01 0.09 5~02 

5 . 40 0.82 0.15 5,34 0,11 0,84 0.07 5.40 

5.29 0.94 0.13 5.62 0.14 5.32 .>.2 6.18 0.18 

0.89 0.07 5,30 0.05 -

0.85 0.13 4.68 0.11 4.78 

0.87 0.11 5,15 0~09 0.86 0.07 5.18 
0.86 0.16 5,51 0.11 5.56 

5.48 
_!:,. ______________________ _ 

1.00 0.19 5.82 0.14 

0.94 0.07 5.47 0.05 
---'··-· 0,77 0.12 4.40 0.11 4.47 

0.80 0.10 4.88 0,09 0.80 0.06 4.88 
0.77 0.14 5,19 0.11 5,26 

0.89 0.17 5.44 0.14 5.18 

... ----------------- --- .. ··---·--·-------------o_._8...,.5_0_. 0_.7_.....5_.1_4_0 __ ._o,,_5_-_____ _ 
... r; 1· f;'_l l ) ~2'+ lt ,1) 0.1 6 4 .28 0.75 0.11+ 4.37 0.12 4.5J 
CL d .4- (). '/1 0.19 4.56 0.12 G.?7 o. 13 4.76 0.82 0.11 -4.94 0.09 O.B1 0.07 4.91 

0.89 0.32 5,57 0.16 5.20 0.81 0.15 5.28 0.11 5,29 

0.98 0.39 5.83 0.17 5.·14 0.88 0.17 5,44 0.14 

0.82 0. 1 3 5.08 0.07 - 0.83 0.07 5.12 0.06 -

o.69 o.~5 4.42 0 .09 0 .
73 0 . 14 4.55 0.79 o.60 4.74 0.07 0 _

79 
o ,g9 0.32 5,57 0.16 5.09 o.a1 0.15 5.28 0.11 

5.25 

0.08 4.75 
5,25 

_ _!:.._ _______ 0.8'i 0.12 5.00 0.08 0.84 0.08 5.08 0.06 -

C:J-t 'JJA.ti 
? ~: \•, '+ 

E ·--------

>~ • ·~· - • - - - ••M _ ___ _ 

,1 _4 
; r J 

0.'74 O."i4 4.72 0.08 0. 76 0. 13 4.81 0.81 0.08 4.94 0,06 0. 81 0.07 4.94 
0.89 0.32 5,57 0.16 5.19 0.81 0.15 5.28 0.11 5.28 

0.81 0.13 5.08 0.07 0.83 0.07 5.12 0.06 

0.75 0. 20 5.17 0.12 5 .14 

0,74 \l .15 4-.88 0.09 0.74 0.09 4.90 
().'/4 0.13 4.95 O.Od 4.95 
J.74 n .09 4.98 0.05 

1.25 0.32 5,81 0.10 1.08 0.24 5.46 
0.75 0.36 5.16 0.15 5.80 

1.08 0.24 5,59 0.08 -

0.99 0.48 4.85 0.17 5.02 

1.27 o.49 5.85 0.14 1 •08 0 • 24 5.44 
0.75 0.36 5.16 0.15 5.80 

1.68 0.52 7.06 0.21 5,77 

1.08 0.24 5.59 0.08 -

···· ···----· --·----·-- --------------------·-- -------------------
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Table 2 . Values of FP(v2-o) and Fp(v2+o). p is the ratio of the number in the 

s$cond and in the third lines 

D a t a T Reg N CL CD s CL + CD N+CL+CD+S 

Historical 400 27 48 38 49 86 162 

Instrumental 62 4 11 5 5 16 25 

E 462 31 59 43 54 102 1a7 

p 0.134 0.129 0.188 0.116 0.094 0.157 0.134 

Fp(v2-0) 0.39 0.84 0.30 0.13 0.71 0,46 

Fp(v2+o) 0.60 0.91 0.49 0. 25 0.80 0.54 
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n: beine; the symbol of average. If the hypothesis ie correct, 

Consequently, for a fixed total number of earthquakes we may consider the ooserved 
v

2 
as the quantiles with some confidence level f. Due to the discrete nature of 

v
2

, f covers the interval Fp(v2 - 0), Fp(v2 + 0). The values of these two func
tions for p = 0.134 are given in '!'able 2; they confirm our hypothesis. In the wors-c 
case, for CL region, any confidence interval for p, symmetrical with respect to 
Fp(x) , includes the hypothetical value p = 0.134 with a confidence level more than 
0.82 = 1 - 2(1 - 0.91). 

3. The model of intensi·ty of shakings around the epicentres 

We are now going to describe the surface effect of each earthquake in macro
seismic terms, i. e. in isoseists, since the majority of the experimental data are 
represented by isoseists. Because of ·the lack of information on earthquake m<:?ch1rnism, 
ground condi t.ions, etc., we will const1•uct a simplified, statistically averaged 
model of isoseists, which will depend mainly on the magnitude of the earthquake and 
on the orientation of the major geological fault near its source. - The isoseists 
are approximated by ellipses. 

\ve considered the 613 events with reliable estimates of the isoseist parameters 
a , b, A, and Q, which are listed in Table 3 (a = major iaoseist semiaxis, b = 
minor isoseist semiaxis, A= azimuth of the major semiaxis, 1 = isoseist area). 
In Table 3 Ag is the azimuth of the major geological structures near the epicen
tre, determined from the seismotectonic map of Europe (BELOUSSOV et al. 1968 [1)). 
1rhe types of these structures are characterized in the same table; m indicates a 
major fault zone, _2 and E denote the vicinity of the seashore or of the boundary 
of different tectonic complexes, respectively. A1 is the azimuth of the local sur
face fault, indicated by MALARODA and RAIMONDI (1957) [7]. For details about the 
computation of the relation between the magnitude and the isoseist parameters see 
CAPUTO et al. (1972) [3] . Here we show only the final results. 

(2) 

(3) 

We can assume that 

log Q(M, J) :: 

log l(M 1 J) :: 

cQ(J) + M dQ.(J) 

c1(J)+ M d1(J) 

The relation (2) was assumed also in previous studies of isoseists (SHEBALIN,in 
press [11]),values of log Q and log l computed from (2) and (3) are only the 
mathematical expectance (the average); the deviations of the observed values are 
considered as random, however, this dispersion may increase for small values of M 
because of the nature of small faults. 

'rhe parameters cq, dq were estimated from experimental data of Table 3 with the 
linear regression method allowing for errors in all observed values Q and M 
(HADHAKRISHNA 1964 [10]). This procedure has evident advantages, compared with the 
u.sual least squares method. The results of computations are given in Table 4. 
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JI ~ Epicentre 14 litAl'. log Q l 
)l rp ? 8 9 10 ? 8 9 10 

~i 
23/?/1930 15.4 41.0 6.5 10 3.99 3.52 3.20 2.55 .58 .54 .45 ,JO 

5/9/1931 11.4 44.1 4.6 ? 1.95 .?8 
3/12/1931 15.8 41,2 3.9 ? .34 

4? 31/?/1936 14.1 41.8 3.7 ? .67 
48 26/9/1933 14.2 42.3 5.5 9 3.31 2.98 1.98 .67 
49) 9/12/1936 13.2 43,1 4.? 8 2.25 1.?1 .82 .78 

'°l 
17/?/1937 15.4 41.7 4.5 8 2.49 2.11 .84 .83 

51 15/12/193? 15.3 41,7 4.4 7 1.89 .67 
52 15/10/1939 10.2 44.3 5.1 7 2.19 .81 
53 16/10/1940 11.? 42,9 4.4 8 2.99 2.36 .52 .57 
54 3/11/1941 1.2.5 41.9 3.9 7 .31 
55) 25/3/1943 13.4 43.2 4.8 7 2.19 .?O 
.56) 3/10/1943 13.6 43.1 5.5 8 3.28 2.79 .46 .33 

5?} 
13/6/1948 12.2 43.5 4,5 8 2.57 1.69 .85 1.0 

58 18/8/1948 16.1 41. 5 5.0 7 3,29 
59 15/11/1948 11.6 42.9 4.2 7 2.01 1.0 
60) 29/11/1948 11.6 42,9 4.6 7 1.81 1.0 
61) 31/12/1948 12.8 42.5 4.9 7 2.11 .67 
62) 5/9/1950 13.3 42.5 5.5 8 3.82 3.41 .60 
63~ 8/8/1951 13.8 42.6 4.9 8 2.52 .47 
64 1/9/1951 13.2 43.1 5.0 7 3.12 .38 
65) 4/?/1952 11.9 43.9 4.4 7 2.31 .61 
66} 24/6/19.56 13,4 42.J 5.0 8 2.73 1.95 .73 
67) 31/10/1961 13.0 42.4 4,7 8 2.41 2.11 .43 .43 
68) 15.9 40.2 5.5 9 4.01 2.93 2.11 .71 

Ao 

? 8 9 'iO 

?5 -83 -83 -59 
32 
89 
10 

6 

·72 72 
84 
30 

-16 -8 

-70 

?1 
85 

-?6 
3? 
76 

-55 
40 40 

-62 

ICAz-.Ag)ol Az-Ag Strnc- (igQ-lgQ) 
clu- ture Az-

? 8 9 10 ster ~e Al ? 8 9 10 

20 m 30 -0.10 -0.20 0.15 o.oo 
80 b 0.03 
50 m 

60-25 m-b 
0.05 0.15 -0.40 

-0.35 -0.45 
0.10 0.10 

50 0.10 
-0.05 
0.75 0.45 

85 m 
65 m 55 0.15 

25 m 0.05 -0.05 
0.15 -0.30 

15-55 m 30 0.45 
0.35 

-0.15 
70 m 0.00 

?5 m 0.55 0.55 
50 b 75 -0.25 
10 s 75 0.25 

55 m 0.50 
70 m -0.10 -0.45 

60 Ill 30 -0.20 -0.05 
6 • -0.:75 0.10 -0.20 

f\) 
- ,1 
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Tab. 3 

B Day Rpioentre M 1mAX 
A 

"' 
1~14-16/1/1703 13.1 42.8 6.3 10 
2 2/2/1703 13.5 42.3 6.3 10 
3~ 5/2/1783 15.1 38.3 6.8 10 
4 7/2/1783 16°2 38.5 6.0 9 
5) 27/3/1783 16.5 38.8 6.2 10 
6) 23/2/1887 08.2 44.1 ?.6 9 

Jl 22/1/1892 12.7 41.7 4.6 8 
4/3/1898 10.3 44.6 5.1 7 

28/6/1898 12.8 42.4 4.2 8 
3/7/1901 13.741.6 5.8 8 

"l 5/3/1902 10.5 44.1 4.4 7 
12 24/2/1904 13.3 42.1 5.6 8 
13 12/2/1905 11.5 42.8 4.7 7 
14 14/3/1905 14.7 41.1 4.9 7 
15 25/8/1905 13.9 42.1 4.7 7 

16l 
8/9/1905 16.1 38.5 7.0 10 

17 26/11/1905 "'5.0 41.1 5.0 7 
18 23/10/1907 16.1 38.0 5.9 10 
19 10/12/1908 15.1 38.0 5.0 8 

20~ 25/8/1909 11.2 43.1 5.1 8 
21 7/6/1910 15.4 40.9 5.9 10 
22 19/2/1911 12.1 44.2 5.1 7 
23~ 13}9/1911 11.4 43,4 4.8 8 
24 28/6/1913 16.2 39.6 5.5 9 
25 4/10/1913 14.7 41.5 5.1 8 
26) 27/10/1914 10.4 44 .• 1 5.7 7 

27l 
13/1/1915 13.6 41.9 6.8 11 

28 22/4/1916 13.442.3 5.0 7 
29 4n11916 13.3 42.8 4.4 8 
30 16/11/1916 13,2 42.6 5.0 8 
31) 26/4/1917 12.1 43.5 5.5 9 
32) 2/12/1917 13.8 41.5 4.8 7 
33) 29/6/1919 11.5 49.3 6.2 9 
34) 10/9/1919 11.7 42.8 5.3 8 
35) 7/9/1920 10.3 44.2 6.3 9 
36) 28/8/1921 13.1 43.2 4.7 8 

37! 
29/12/1922 13.6 41.8 5.5 7 

38 2/1/1924 13.2 43.7 5.2 8 
39 11/10/1927 13.4 41.9 5.0 7 
40 28/10/1927 09.6 44.5 4.8 7 
41) .26/12/1927 12.7 41.7 4.4 8 
42) 10n11929 11.4 43,9 4.6 7 
43) . 27/4/1930 14.6 40.7 4.5 7 

log Q 1 Ao l(A -A )ol A -Ag Struc- (lgQ;-lgQ) -z g z ture A -
7 8 9 10 7 8 9 10 7 8 9 10 7 8 9 10 clu- type Az 7 8 9 10 ster 1 

3.43 3.19 2.91 2.01 .42 -50 70 m 
3.55 3.25 2.79 2.36 .48 ,45 82 80 72 80 25 ll 
4.42 3.96 3.41 2.73 .51 .63 58 58 62 55 45 8 0 
3.90 3.27 2.49 .5(} 62 
4.42 3.75 3.01 2.55 .50 .44 90 90 
4,35 3.96 3.50 40 0 s 42 -0.65 -0.65 -0.40 
2.66 2.19 .95 .56 -80 45 m 
2.25 .67 36 90 b -0.65 
2.25 1.81 ,68 ,75 -71 -71 60 m 

,38 .o4 25 36 80 m 
1.49 -0.30 
2.75 2.36 .81 .76 -0.60 -0.60 
2.11 .59 52 90-75 m-b 0.10 
1.71 -0.'!-5 
2.01 .53 49 90-40 m-b 0.00 
4.27 3,96 3,43 2.86 .29 15 15 0 8 -0.25 -0.15 o.oo -0.05 
2.19 .37 74 30 m o.oo 
3.97 3.55 2.86 2.01 .55 .67 57 57 45 8 30 0.30 o.40 0.25 -0.10 
2.36 1.0 -0.50 
3.33 2.84 .58 ,49 -79 -79 30 m 0.45 0.35 
3.70 3.28 2.89 2.11 .52 .23 .21 .17 -5? -69 -57 -47 20 m 0.10 0.15 0.30 o.oo 
1.89 .45 -40 10 m -0.35 
2.81 .42 86 0-90 8 0.15 
3.49 3.18 2.25 .50 -75 20 b 3.25 0.35 -0.05 
2.97 2.22 .25 82 60 m 0.05 -0.30 
2.96 .52 -34 15 b-s 0 -0.45 
4.34 4.04 3,34 2.66 .38 -64 10 m 15 o.oo 0.10 0.05 -0.10 
2.41 .54 51 55 m 20 0.20 
2.55 2.25 .71 .82 70-35 m-b 0.20 0.35 
2.73 2.18 .73 .71 37 60 m -0.10 -0.20 
3.23 2.81 2.34 .61 .34 .50 -18 -21 -29 40 m o.oo -0.05 0.05 
1.89 .56 38 75 m -0.15 
3.49 3.12 2.71 .53 .41 .48 -45 -50 -50 0 s -0.35 -0.30 -0.15 
3.21 2.70 .73 1.0 -0.10 0.05 
3.68 3.32 3.01 .56 .56 .43 -53 -41 -41 0 b-s 0 -0.20 -0.20 0.10 
2.61 2.41 1.0 0.05 0.25 
2.86 .34 - 4 35 -0.40 
2.91 2.55 .67 -0.10 -0.05 
2.15 .53 70 75 m -0.05 
2.19 .70 -42 45-50 m-b 0 0.15 
2.25 1.71 .75 1.0 -10 25 m -0.19 -0.20 
1.89 .48 -44 0 b 0 -0.05 
1.71 .73 28 90-50 •-b 55 -0.15 

f\) 
()) 
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Table 4. Estimation of parameters of the linear law log Q(M, J) = ?QCJ) + dQ(J) 14 
l.r. = linear regression, l.s. = least square method 
Variants 13, 14, 15 refer to the cluster 

1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 
Va- In- Me- Quantiles of Quantiles of 

t'i- ten- thod N om oQ om 
2 2 

CQ dQ 1J n-2 11n-2 
ant sity 2.5 % 97.5 % 2.5 % 97.5 % 

1 7 l.r. 0.2 0.2 0.231 0.417 64.3 -1.134 0.79 
2 7 l.r. 37 0.25 0.2 0.198 0.402 52.6 20.6 53.2 -1.31 0.83 

3 7 l.s. 0.274 0.440 99.8 -0.60 0.69 

4 8 l.r. 0.2 0.2 0.186 0.391 39.7 -1!69 0.82 

5 8 l.r. 29 0.25 0.2 0.134 0.373 32.3 14.6 43.2 -1.80 0.84 
6 8 l.s. 0.244 0.419 64.0 -1.32 0.75 

7 9 l.r. 0.2 0.2 0.045 0.382 8.8 -1.96 0.77 
8 9 l.r. 12 0.25 0.2 o.o 0.366 7.2 3.2 20.5 -2.07 0.79 

9 9 l.s. 0.163 0.409 13.6 -1.64 0.72 

10 10 l.r. 0.2 0.2 o.o 0.166 0.18 -2.16 0.72 
11 10 l.r. 5 0.25 0.2 o.o 0.127 0.15 0.2 9.4 -2 . 17 0 . 72 
12 10 l.s. 0.034 0.219 0.26 -2.13 o. 71 

13 7* l.r. 0.2 0.2 16.8 -1. 32 0.70 
14 7* l.r. 20 0.25 0.2 13.6 8.2 )1.5 -2.71 1.00 
15 7* l.s. 20.7 0.43 0.33 
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The variants 13, 14, 15 refer to areas significantly minor to those obtained by 
extrapolation from larger M. The group of seismic events characterized by such 
anomalous Q defines the cluster. These values of Q · appear when a wide-range 
variation of the focal depths inside the crust bec.omes possible. 
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Preli.ml.nary Zpicentre Map of Italy :ro~ the Year Zero up to 1970 

By 

1) M. CAPUTO and D. POSTPISCHL 

The seismicity of Italian region is discussed in the sense of the hypocentre 
dis·iiribations. Fou:c maps are constr·.icted referring to the following data division~ 

a) Map of al: known earthquakes from 0 to -;970 (4·909 ev.:mbs) 
b) u.ap of all instrumental earthquake.a 
c) map of instrumental earthquakes of cla.es A an G. B 

d.) reap of i;:istrum .. :m tal earthquakes of class .A 

Th~ compar:~son •Jf t:ie fm;,r maps allows t·:> locate the f'ollowi;1g main seismc areas~ 

a) Western Alps 

b) Eas"';er::i A.:pa 

c J Appe:n:~ nes 
d) Soath It;al;; ~nd Sicily 

e) Deep foci1s ear"!ihquakes in t:'le Tyrrheni.an Sea. 

A summary o"! all imow.n. focal mechanisms foJ~ the Ital:Lan. region is given t;:>o. 

31 

The m.ap presen"ted here is de::;-ived. from a catalogue of ,gartihquakes (CAPUTO and 

PCf.:'~PISCH!i 1972 [6]) that collects the Italian seisnic history from :Ghe begimii;'.lg of 
t.he Chris·cia:r. e:r-a (year zero) up to 1970. This work ii; part of a project wh:..ch waa 

starte:i :i.;n 1969 with t::1e :ii:n to draw a map of ssiam:..~ :dsk, a map of ac·:;i,re faul11s, 
s.nd. to ::o;:if:'-.L'Ll the s;ai;.il.i.ty of seismic ac';;ivity (BOSCHI et .;il. ·1969 C2J ~ GIBJTO 

et al. 1969, ~9~2 [3, 7]). 

The first step of the resea:;:-ch wa.3 the preparation of the above mentioned cata
:.ogue, 'Nhich was intencied to ·be as complete and homogemwus as possible vri.th respect 

r.o the parameters involved, representing a oasis for f·.irther seismological :i.nve.sti
gations. 3.owever, althou,gh o·a.t' 1nquiries were performed in a careful way, the cata

log~e may be in<:ompletE:. 

As far as the tim·e ·iist::-ibution of the earthqua!{es is concerned the data have ~ean 
divided into two groups. The first one, called .,historical", refers to the data 
gathered f:":"om most differe.nt sources, preferably from the works of BARATTA ( 1901) [ 'l] , 
CAVASINO (~931) ~8Ja:.~d MERCALLI (1897) (11] as well as from the catalogue of 
GIORGETTI and IACCARINO ("19?2) [9] a;.1d dated from the year zero to 1900. The remain
ing date. ::'eSl'.lt from the eris-:;ir.g catalogues, bulletins and the papers pul:\lished 

1 ) Institute of Geophysics - Institute of Physics, University of Bologna, Italy 
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''· 

r. this pe .(· ~~ od . The instrumenta.1 or mac-rosei .'>mic informations are divided· according 
;:;:; the ac,:ur.acy of the determination of the epicentres as follows: A: locations 

CL3°, B: locations between 0.3° and 0.9° , C: locations> 0.9° 

As to the epicentral locations the historical events were adapted to the coordi
Lates of the towns or villages that endured the maximum of dammages, according to 
i;he histor:.--: :? l chrouicles. In these cases J t is not possible to commit an error 
:.cegarding the •:)ricentral location and consequently separate the events into the three 
,:;picer.eral .::•ccuracy classes. Only in a few instances, when it was possible to draw the 
'...3oseists, the epicentre is the central point of the i.soseists of maximum degree. 
fovious:i.y the intensity is to be intended as maximum observed intensity instead of 
ntensity at the epicentre. 

In the cas~ of i :r.1sr,rumental data the epicentres listed in the catalogue are 
«veraged with respect to the statements of the different sources aqout the same 
even~ s. - The epicentre accuracy class is associated to the mean square error. The 
resulting catalogue covers 4909 earthquakes from the year zero up to 19?0. 

In order to study the correlation among the epicentre distribution and the major 
geotectonic pattern of Italy, different epicentre maps, according to the four classes 
of accuracy of the determination as well as maps for different magnitude classes were 
drawn. Fig. 1 shows one of these, and precisely the cumulative one, that collects 
tt .11 the events listed in the catalogue. 

The mapping of the epicentres provides a very convenient survey of the geograph
ical distribution of seismic activity, even if a differentiation with respect to the 
intensity or magnitude is lacking. The original scale used in constructing the maps 
was 1 : 1 OOO OOO, providing a good legibility, The legend of the map explains the 
different symools used. These maps represent only a preliminary work, and in fact 
·fie are studying a more appropriate way to express the epicentre location, magni tm.ie , 
depth, accuracy of location etc. in a unique map. 

The historical events show a strong correlation between the epicentres and the 
distribution of the population in the past. It may be mentioned here tha·t we have 
evidence that many small events have not been recorded instrumentally in the period 
from 1900 to 19?0, due to the lack of seismic stations. In particular an analysis 
of the maps of the epicentres with different accuracy allows to indicate active 
seismic units. 

Proceeding from north to south we mention the western Alps area, where a marked 
dispersion of epicentres extending from the Simplon pass to the Li.gurian coasts was 
found. The epicentre locations are generally uncertain, and it is therefore not 
possible to determine pa~ticular alignments. On the contrary, the eastern Alps area 
is characterized by a very well defined seismogenetic fault, extending from the Lago 
di Garda towards NE to the Carpathian Mountains, witn the maximum activity in the 
Carnia - Friuli region. 

The main activity in Italy, however, takes place along the Apennines, developing 
tn the south i nto a n arcuate struct;ure of the Pacific arc t ype . \Ve have an alignment 
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Focal Effect on Ms Determination from Rayleigh Waves 

(Preliminary Report) 

By 

G.F. PANZA and G. CALCAGNILE 1 ) 

37 

The theoretical amplitude spectra of RAYLEIGH waves for different focal mechanisms 
have been computed in the period range 250 - 2 sec, using BEN-MEN.AHEM and HARKRIDER'! 
formula. The depth dependence of Ms in the range 5 - 75 km is of about three units, 
while the influence of the orienta~ion of displacement dislocation at a given depth 
is less than 0.3 units. The depth dependence is decreasing with increasing depth ana 
at abou~ 35 km it becomes comparable with the influence of the other focal parameters . 

"i. Introdq_qtion 

In -;;his paper ',;he influence of the focal mechanism on the magnitude determination 
using RAYLEIGH waves is investigated. We consider earthquakes taking place in -~he 
shield structure, considered by PANZA et al. (1972) [3] in the depth range from 5 to 
75 kLL 

2. Pur2ose 

The purpose of this preliminary paper is to point out the problems connected with 
the magnitude determinat.tons of surface waves from a theoretical :point .of view and 
tc show the extreme errors in magnitude determina.ti on introduced by the lack of 
knowledge of the focal mechan2sm. A study of the possible sources of smoothing of 
such eTrors remains outside the frams of this note . 

3. Theoretical ma~nitude estimation 

Recently many authors (e. g. VON SEGGERN 1970 [5]; SYED and NUTTLI 1971 (6]) have 
discussed the effect of focal mecha.n:Lsm on magnitude determination both for body 
waves and su::t"f&ce waves, In this pape::t" we analyse the effect of the focal parameters 
on t.h.e magnitude c,etermination from surface waves. 

We have considered the amplitude spectra for the fundamental RAYLEIGH mode in the 
period range 250 - 2 sec~ given by 

1 ) Isti tuto di Geodes.fa e Geofisica; Universi ta di Bari - Italia 
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:Fig . 2 Depth dependen,ce of YT2 
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5. Conclusion 

We have considered the possible theoretical sources of errors in magnitude deter
mination from RAYLEIGH waves assuming a double-couple source representation of con
stand vector ma~r.itude. Our results can be summarized as follows~ 

a) The focal depth is the critical focal parameter for 0 ~ h ~ 35 km; for deeper 
sources the influence of the other focal parameters becomes relevant as well. 

b) For the considered focal mechanisms the obtained dispersion in magnitude deter
minations is of about 3 units. 

In order to have a more complete picture of the problem it will be necessary to 
deal with a structure significantly different from the one considered here and the 
possible contribution of the higher modes. The introduction of a source of finite 
dimension may be important, too. This study will be the subject of a future paper. 
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On the Magnitude Distribution and Prediction of Earthquakes 

By 

G. PURCA,RU 1 ) and R. MAAZ 2 ) 

Summary 

Some problems of the frequency-magnitude distributions are analysed and the possi
bilities of extrapolation of these relations in the range of small and great magni
tudes are considered from the point of view of earthquake prediction. One of these 
distributions, the lognormal magnitude distribution , is studied in detail. More
over, the confidence intervals of the coeffi.cients of the corresponding frequency
magnitude relation and some discussions are given. 

Introduction 

One of the principal ways leading to the prediction of earthquakeB is the study 
of the statistical laws of their occurrence in space and time, which generally has 
a stochastic character; therefore, the knowledge of its structure is possible by 
consideration of the earthquakes as systems of random events. 

The stochastic character of the occurrence of earthquake events implies that if 

1. the statistical laws reflect more exactly the distribution of different parameters 
of the earthquakes and 

2. stochastical models describe more precisely the behaviour- of the system in space 
and time, 

the problem of earthquake prediction can be solved more exactly. In literature many 
papers exist which deal with both of these aspects, and some important theoretical 
and practical results have been obtained. 

In earthquake forecasting three parameters must be predicted, the location, time 
of occurrence, and magnitude or energy, the second of which is most difficult to be 
determined. Concerning the magnitude or energy the fundamental problem consists in 
the determination of the real magnitude distribution for a given earthquake event 
system and the possibility of extrapolation of observed data on magnitude (energy) 
in the range of its small and great values. In the present paper we shall present 
some results regarding this problem and make different considerations especially on 
the lognormal distribution of magnitude . 

1 ) Minig Res . Institue Bucharest (Romania), Calea Victoriei 220, Sect . 1 
Bucharest 

2 ) Central Earth Physics Institute of the AdW der DDR, part Jena, 69 J ena 
(GDR), Burgweg 11 
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2. On the freguency-magnitude relation 

At present in almost all papers the GUTENBERG-RICHTER (G.-R.) relation is used to 
express the depenCLenc~ between the log frequency of earthquakes and magnitude or 
energy. ·l'his fact implies that the magnitude follows a negative exponential distri
bution while the energy obeys the PARETO distribution. 

But it has been observed in some seismic regions that the G.-R. law can be inade
quate, and the function log N(M) = a - ~ M does not satisfy in all cases the 
observed discribution of earthquake frequencies with respect to M or log E. Some 
time ago a generalized frequency law for earthquakes in the detailed study of the 
seismi~ regime has been introduced [20]. '!'he deviations from the G.-R. law have been 
observed both at left-hand and right-hand sides of the linear graph of the frequency
magnitude relation. In other words, the extrapolation in the range of minimum or 
maximum magnitudes is not correct in these cases. 

Therefore, other frequency-magnitude (energy) relations have been introduced to 
satisfy the real conditions, the forms of the graphs log N(M) being nonlinear. For 
instance, in two areas 01· Tadzhikestan it has been observed [11] that the mean long
time graph log N(K) = 6 - y K (K = log E, joule) is nonlinear in the range of 
strong earthquakes, and a better relation was introduced. 

For the earthquakes of Japan and its vicinity it was established [13] that, al
though the G.-R. relation is available, the magnitude distribution has a form 
different from the negative exponential one. The given type of frequency-magnitude 
relation agrees very well with the observed values of magnitude of the largest earth
quake occurred in or n0ar Japan. 

In the papers [7, 8] the frequency of earthquakes with K = 7 - 15 has been 
investigated for some zones of USSR, and the following results were obtained: The 
frequency graphs log N(K) are formed by two straight lines with a common point 
situated in the range K = 11 - 12 , i. e. in the domain of relatively strong earth
quakes. However, the frequency function proposed in [8] results in discrepancies from 
the observational data at both ends of the graph, and the authors suppose a quadratic 
form to be valid for the frequency-magnitude relation. A similar phenomenon has been 
observed for the form of the earthquake frequency graph with respect to magnitude in 
some aftershock sequences [3, 14-]. But in comparison with the deviations from the 
linear graph of log N(M) or log N(K) in the range of relatively large or large 
magnitudes the deviations in the domain of small magnitudes or energies represent a 
more difficult problem. Here the difficulty consists in the problem if these devia
tions are real or only appear to be a consequence of an insufficiently corr.ect 
estimation of the representativeness of earthquake frequencies (of a given M or 
class K) with small values of magnitude or energy. In any case, according to [4] 
the use of nonrepresentative classes (due to low magnification of seismometers) in 
plotting the frequency-magnitude graph has a strong influence, and considerably 
falsified results may be .obtained by extrapolating the left-hand side of the G.-R. 
graph. - The same problem has been taken into consideration for the statistical 
interpretation of BATH ' s law [16, 24-]. 
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But it was established [2, 19] that in some seismic areas the observed frequencies 
of earthquakes in the range of sina,11 M and K are smller than those optainecl by 
left-hand extrapolatfon of the linear frequency graph. It inust b~ mentioned the result 
obtained in [2] that the general linear form of the graph of frequency function of a 
vast region is a consequence of t~e. superposition, (sUD1mation) of more curvi1iniar 
graphs of the individual parts of the ;regiori, taking into consideration all depth 
intervals (for s1118.ll zones and different depth classes as well as for large zones the 
log N(K) - ·r(K) has a cti.rviliniar tom- [2, 3]). In th~ same paper L2J .a detailed 
analysis of the · above conclusion is gl. ven, especially on th.e basis of ·breakage pro
cesses for .v.b.ich the lognormal distribution is us.ed [6]. 

In [6] i .t has been demonstrated that in. breakage processes tbie size of particles 
in crushed rocks obeys to a l ognormal distribution~ Basing on this result and on 
stringent physical relations between rockbursts ~d earthquakes, in [9J -tb.e .first 
suggestion is given as to _that the frequenc;y-magnitbde law has to be .interpreted as 
a lognormal di.stribution rather than a . nega:tive exponential distribution. This is 

ment;i.oned also in [24]. Later the same question was treated in [5, 12]. It w.as con
sidered that this distribution better approximates the nonlinear form of the graph 
of frequency-magnitude and especially the left-hand side in the domain of small 
values of magnitude or energy. 

The problem of the lognorma.l distribution of ear:thquakes is treated again in [ 10], 
and in [12J a detailed and critical analysis of the problem of linear adjustment of 
the graph of frequency-energy relation has been performed. In the same paper the 
general!ty of the lognormal distribution ;i.s shown, and it has been verified that for 
great energy values the straight line is a ·sufficient approximation. 

In the papers [ 17, 18, 21, 22] the lognormal distribution of magnitude is applied 
' . . . . . 

to the study ot' frequencies of Vrancea inte_rmediate earthquakes. It .r~su.lted that 
the lognormal distribution of M is better .than the negative exponential one, and 
the calculated frequencies with lognormal law are in very good agreement with the 
observed data. (for the Vrancea case it is e. re8.1 fact [9] that t .he frequencies of 
small classes of M are smaller than tlwse obtained by left-hand extrapolation of 
the linear graph of t .he G. -R. relation.) .A fur:t;her step has been made in [21 L where 
an estimation of the c-0efficients of the frequency-magnitude relation for the log
normal distribution without using the least square method was giiren. 

In this paper we offer . a new method for estimating these coefficients, more simple 
than in [ 21 J (in the quoted :i:aper the method of m.oment s has been used), and moreover, 
we shall determine t .he confidence intervals of these para.meters at a gi 11en confidence 
level. 

3. Estimation of coefficients of the magnitude_;.freguenc;y relation 

Let a pattern of n earthquakes have been occurred in a given space and time. 
The random variable is the magnitude M. Mi (i = 1, 2, .. ., n) are the values of 
this variable iJ1 the instance. I .n ad~i tion, let N(Mi) be the observed frequencies 
of earthquakes w1 th magnitude · Mi and p(f4i) · = N(M1 )/n be t _he statistical 'probabil
ity of Mi. According to the above analys.is, the variable magnitude can follow · 

. .. ' 
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different distribution laws with corresponding magnitude-frequency relations (a 
synthesis is given in [15]). We assume that the error in magnitude determination is 
negligible, the earthquakes being independent of each other with respect to their 
magnitudes and the magnitude following a lognormal distribution. 

With these assumptions it results that the log magnitude is normally distributed 
and, if P(ln M) is the probability density, we have [1]: 

(1) P(ln M) d(ln M) 

- oo < ln M < oo • 

From (1) it results that the probability density of magnitude, P(M), and corre -
sponding distribution function, F(M), are of the lognormal distribution, and we can 
write 

ts 2 
(2) F(M) = - 1- J exp ( - } ) dt , 

-Yfi -oo 
= (ln M - ln y)/a1n 

and 

P(M) dM = dM exp [- (ln M - ln y) 2/(2 afn) J 
M aln -,/21i 

(3) M > 0 • 

Because of (1) and (3) i~ follows that 

(Ja) Pro b ( s f M f TJ) = Pro b ( ln s ~ ln M ~ ln Ti) ~ 

and if n(M) is the frequency of earthquakes with given M this is equal -~o the 
frequency of given ln M, whence 

(4) N(ln M) ~(ln M) = N(ln M) d(~ M) dM = K(M) dM . 

'l'he density (1) means that 

(5) E(ln M) = ln y 

and the estimates 
by 

rv2 .ln y and a1n for the mean. i:µid variance of log magnitude a.:'.'e given 

(6) ln y 

(7) 

1 n = n E ln Mi 
i='i 

1 n ~ 2 
= -- E (ln M, - ll1 y) " n - 1 i=1 _,_ 

According to (3) we have 

(6a) E(M) 1 2 = exp (ln. y + 2 a 1n) , 

Further, it can be observed that 

(8) P(ln M) d(!M M) dM = P(M) dM • 

·.faking the 1 ogari thm of ( 1) it results that we can write 
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(9) ln P(ln M) d(ln M) 
2 -= (A1 + B1 ln M - C1 ln MJ d(ln ~) , 

where 

(10) - ln (cr10 -y'fi) - ln2 2 
A1 = y/(2 crln) 

(11) 2 log y log 2 
B1 = ln y/crln = e/crlog ' 

(12) c1 = 2 1/(2 cr1n) 

Because P(ln M) is a probability density, N(ln M) a frequency function , and 
n P(ln M) d(ln M) = N(ln M) d(ln M) it results that the magnitude-frequency rela
tion has the form; 

(13) ln N(ln M) d(ln M) = A + B ln M - C ln2 M d(ln M) , c > Q I 

where 

(13a) A = A1 + ln n , 

This method was partially used in [17]. It must be observed that (9) and (13) are 
not identical because (9) represents the logarithm of the density function and (13) 
the logarithm of the absolute frequency N, depending on the total number of eart~
quakes, n, in the given instance. 

Practically, for working up of the earthq·11ake observational data it is more suit
able to use the logarithm on base 10. In this case instead of (13) we have 

(14) log N(log M) d(log M) = (A
0 

+ B
0 

log M - C
0 

log2 M) d(log M) , 

Taking into account (13a) we obtain 

(15) A
0 

= A log e = A1 log e + log n , 

( 16) B 
0 

= B = B1 

(17) C
0 

= C/log e = c1/log e • 

Similar relations can be given for probability density (3) as follows; 

(18) ln P(M) = a' + b' ln M - c' ln2 M , 

Using (10) , (11), and (12) we obtain 

(19) a' = b' = c' = 

As ln N(M) = ln n + ln P(M) , it results 

(20) ln N(M) = A1 + ln n + (B1 - 1) ln 1\4 

or 

(21) log N(M) = A1 log e +log n + (B1 - 1) 

and 

(22) N(M) dM = 10 
a

0
+b

0
log M-c

0
log2M 

dM ' 

c ' > 0 

c1 ln2 M 

C1 
log2 M log M - -1--. og e 
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where 

(23) ao = A1 log e + log n 
' 

b = B1 - 1 ' co = c1/log e 
0 

Finally, we obtain the following relations between the coefficients used above: 

(24) ao = Ao = A log e = A1 log e + log n = a' log e + log n 

(25) bo = Bo - ·1 = B - 1 = B1 - 1 = b' 

(26) co = co = C/log e = c1;'J.og e = c '/log e . 

Now the coefficients from (24) - (26) can be given as a function of A1 , B1 , c1 
from (10) - (11), respectively. The results are identical with those given in [1~, 
where A

0
, B

0
, and C

0 
are exactly the coefficients a, b,and c from [17] and 

A1 log e, b
0

, c
0 

are respectively the a*, b*, c* from the quoted paper. 

It may be mentioned here that because the frequency N is likewise a function of 
M or log .M and considering also (4) and (23), it results that the relation 
log N(M) = a + b log NI - c log2 M given in [17] must be considered with respect to 
d(log i\l). This is true because in [1 7] the estimation of the coefficients of the 
above relation - by moment method - have been determined with respect,to ln M (and 
log M). At the saoe time th~ equation (22) must be considered with respect to d1i4. 

Tne relations (24) - (26) can likewise be obtained by only using P(log M) = 
:= [K/(a log ~)] 

(25~ exp [ - (log M - log y) 2/(2 yf
0
g) J 

where K log e • 

4. Confidence interval formulas for the coefficients of magnitude-freguency relation 

In this section we shall give the estimation of the confidence intervals of the 
coefficients of the magnitude-frequency relation for the distribution used in this 
paper. 

For the lognormal distribution of magnitude the probability density is given by 
(1) for ln of the magnitude. The magnitude-frequency relation has the form (13) or 
(14) or (22), which can be obtained by changing the variable , 

(27) ~ P(ln M) dM = P(M) d14 

Because E(ln M) = ln y , D2(ln M) = af n , the estimators 
to the above formulas, are given in the expressions 

A 

so "' --1 (28) ln y = = 
2 a1 2 co log e 

(29) 
rv2 = 1 1 
crln = A 

2 c1 2 C
0 

log e 

"' 
ln y and af n ' according 

where B1' C1 • Bo, ao are the estimators of B1 ' C1, Bo' Co, respectively , which can 
be determined easily by the .b~lp of (6) and (7). 
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If I(:J(ln y) is the confidence interval at the confidence level (probability) (3 1 

we have [25]: 

"' "' 
(30) 

CJ 
Prob (ln y - ta(n - 1) _.J:!! ~ 

f' -Vn 
ln y 

CJ 
ln y + t(3(n ~ 1) ln) = . -vn (3 • 

where the parameter t(3(n - 1) has the STUDENT distribution (given in special ta
bles) as a function of (3 with n .- 1 degrees of freedom. Thus , it ea..~ be obtained 
easily that the confidence limits fo r E

0 
3atisfy 

(31) 
~ 
-/~ . 

which gives the interval I(3(B
0

) • In (31) the parameter C
0 

is fixed and given by 
(29). 

To calculate the confidence interval of the coefficient 
level (3 we use the fact that the random variable (n - 1) 

bution with n - 1 degrees of freedom. Therefore, 

C at the confidence 
!b 2 . 
c1J:n has a X distri-

(32) Prob(x~-a/2 (n - 1) < < 2 
Xa/2 (n - 1)) = (:J ' 

where Xa/2 (n-1) means the x2 distribution with n - 1 degrees of freedom and 
a/2 = 1 - ((3/2) • 

• 
From ( 32) and using (29), the confidence limits for C

0 
satisfy the condition 

03) 
Co X~-a/2 (n - 1) 

n - 1 

A 2 
Co 'Xa/2 (n - 1) 

n - 1 

and therefore we have immediately the confidence interval Ia(C ) for a given proba-
2 f' 0 

bility (3 = 1 - a (for given (3 and n the values of Xa/2 , 1_a/2 (n 1) exist 
in special tables). 

5, Conclusions 

'l'he above analysis results in the following conclusions: 

1. In different seismic regions variant magnitude (or energy) distributions besides 
the negative exponential distribution are existing, hence the G.-R. relation 
cannot be accepted in all cases. 

2. To give an extrapolation in the range of great values and expecially small values 
of M, for earthquake prediction firstly the magnitude distribution type must be 
known. 

3. The determination of magnitude distribution type is very strongly conditioned by 
the representativeness of the magnitude (or energy) classes. 

4-. By a method distinguished from that given in a previous paper estimations of the 
coefficients of the magnitude-frequency relation for the lognormal distribution 
of magnitudes are presented. 

5, 'l'he confidence intervals of the coefficients are al so given. 
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Hefi.ncd De-r;erminatLm of tr:e ~ 1arameters of the Lognormal Energy-Tt'reguency Law 

By 

H. NEUNHOFER and R. MAAZ 1 ) 

l'ill now, some methods are known for calculating the parameters of a lognormal 
energy-frequency law of earthquakes. But they are not even suitable because they 
effect an unwanted weighting of the observation. Therefore, another method of 
adjustment is described. Starting from a first approximation, the parameters of the 
lognormal distribution are calculated as exactly as wanted by an iterative process , 
us:L ng the rules of' trial and error and the method of least squares. 

1 , Introduc t;ion 

Let us consider a manifold 1);
0 

of n earthquakes observed inside the region of 
investj_gatio.n, I', during the period {}, I' may be a simply connected part of the 
earl;h. ':i:.'he seismic energy released by the i-th earthquake of If 0 is denoted by 
E, > O. We suppose that the earthquakes considered are not interdependent. For that .... 
reason the energy Ei of any possible earthquake is treated like a random variable. 
It belongs t;o ~he energy interval (E -'- 0.5 dE, E + 0,5 dE) with the probability 
w(IO dE, 

(1) w(E) ~ 0 
00 

f w(E) dE = 1 • 
0 

In recent years the probability density w(E) arose interest with respect to the 
physical processes in seismically active regions and the seismic risk as well. In 
this connection the exact determination of a suitable.function w(E) is very 
important. Tb.ere exis-.; a lot of dift'erent approaches for w(E). One of them is 

(2) w(E) = __ 1..__ exp [ _ (ln E - ln E* ) 2
] 

-/2rr a E 2 a2 ' 

introduced first by NEUNHOFER [1] with regard to theoretical considerations. 
Expression (2) represents a logarithmic normal distribution over E. The adequate 
one over ln E is 

(3) w(ln E) = 1 exp [- (ln E - ln E*)
2

] 
~ a 2 a2 ' 

It represents a normal distribution over ln E 
the mean ln E*. (2) and (3) are connected by 

with the standard deviation 
w(E) dE = w(ln E) d(ln E). 

and 

1 ) Central Earth Physics Institute of the AdW der DDR, 69 Jena (GDR), Burgweg 11 
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(J and Eo or ln E*, which characterize w(E) and w(ln E) , can be estimated 
from the set ll:o by means of 

1 
n 

0"2 1 n 
(ln Ei - ln E*) 2 (4) ln E* = E ln Ei ' = n=-1 E n i=1 i=1 

if a; is representative for the manifold of all earthquakes in I'. But in practice 
there are many weak earthquakes which cannot be observed entirely. Therefrom 
follows that the calculated ln E* and a become too great or too small, respect
ively. Therefore, it seems to be reasonable to compute the wanted parameters by an 
adjustment, for instance by the least squares method, using only such energy classes 
the events of which are observed entirely. We suggest an iterative procedure which 
is suitable for the use of digital computers. 

2. Determination of the parameters 

First of all, a reasonable first approximation is needed. It can be yielded by 
the formulas (4). But it seems to be more favourable to use the following conside
rations: 

~ [' during ~, 1!:
0 

- (E Let i be the set of all earthquakes which occurred in 
and be n ~ n the number of events of i. The set may be representative for the 

the frequency distribu
probability density, 

manifold !E. Consequently, the mathematical statement for 
tion , N(ln E), is proportional by the factor n to the 
w(ln E): 

- p 

(5) N(ln E) = n w(ln E) • 

Of course , analogous relations are valid for w(E), too. 

From (3) there follows 

(6) ln w(ln E) = a 1 + ~1 ln E - y1(ln E)2 , 

where 

= 

(7) = (ln E*)/a2 

= 1/2 a2 

Because of (5) we obtain 

(8) . ln N(ln E) 

where 

(9) 

2 = A1 + B1 ln E - c1 (ln E) , 

= !31 ' = > 0 • 

·rhe coefficients A1', B1 , and c1 of equation (8) can be determined by the least 
squares method. It is necessary to classify the events of ll:

0 
and than the log

arithm of the frequencies of the different classes must be computed. But only such 
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classes can be takan into account the events of which are expected to be observed 
entirely. Otherwise the subset inside a class is not representative. Therefore, the 
set ~ of earthquakes used to determine the A1 , B1 , and c1 is a subset of lf

0
, 

i. e. ! c lf
0 

c If • 

From (?) and (9) it follows 

Such a fitting of N(ln E) to the empirical data ~ is not a 'correct one because 
there are used the logarithms of the frequencies Nj of a class j and not the 
frequencies themselves. That means a not wanted weighting of the Nj • We consider 
the n, cr, and ln E* so computed as the wanted approximations x(o), y(o), and 
z(o) of the unknown parameters x, y, z. 

The question is how to construct in a simple manner a sequence x(m), y(m), z(m) 
(m = O, 1, 2, •.• ) converging to a triplet x, y, z which mi~imizes 

E [N(ln Ej , 
j 

so that 

( 13) lim S(x(m) , y(m), z(m)) 

is valid. 

S(~ , 77 , l;.) 

S(x, y) z) = Min. 

Const ructing the point sequence x(m), y(m) , z(m) the assumption is made that all 

points and also the final one x, y, z are situated in a surrounding of the first 
app~oxiraation x(o) 9 y(o), z(o). Suitably the surrounding of the starting point is 

bounded by planes which are perpendicular to the axis of the Cartesian coordinate 
system. The length of the edges of the rectangular parallelepiped must be adapted to 
the values 'ii, cr, and E* as well as to their inaccuracies. For constructing the 
sequence mentioned above, it is recommendable to compute (12) for the net points 
defined by the three families of coordinate planes 

~ = x(m) with x(m) = q.±h:x/H~ x(m) 
hx hx 

and = o, 1 , .. . ' 

(14) 77 = Y(m) with Y(m) = ±h/H; (m) 
and ~ = o, 1 , Hy hy hy 

q y ... ' t 

s = z(m) 
hz 

with z(m) 
hz = 

±hz/H: 
q z(m) and hz = o, 1, ... ' Hz . 

For each m the outer planes bound a rectangular parallelepiped around x(m) y(ID) I 
t 

z(m). Any family of planes refines the former one . There must be given the values 

±Hx +1 ±Hy +1 .±Hz +1 
(15) ~ = qx - ~ T/ = qy - ~ s = qz - A-; 
obtained from (14) for m = 0 and h = +H x - x by which the boundaries of the first 
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surrounding are characterized. Then the equations (15) have to be comprehended as 
conditions for the choice of qx, Hx' etc. It is necessary to use a sufficiently 
fine grid for being sure that the procedure converges to the absolute minimum and 
not to another possibly existing relative one . 

3. Accuracy 

In ~ractice the procedure must be finite, hence m ~ M. After m + 1 steps the 
point x', y', z' of the grid around x(m), y(m), z(m) may show the minimum 
S(x', y', z') of all computed values S(~, ~. s). This point x', y', z' represents 
the point x<m+1), y(m+1), z(m+1) of the wanted sequence if and only if it is 
situated inside the parallelepiped. But if x', y', z 1 is situated on the boundary , . 
the family of planes must be supplemented by additional outer planes. The computa-
tions must be done so often until a possibly new triplet x', y', z' is an inner 
point. 

Finally a triplet x(M+1), y(M+1 ), z(M+1 ) characterized by special values ~ · 
b).• and h~ approximates x, y, z in such a way that all further triplets of the 
sequence, including its limes, are placed in the surrounding of x(M+1), y(M+1), 
z(M+1 ) defined above. Therefore, it holds concerning x 

jx - x(M+1 ) I x(M) 
(h 1 +1)/HM x(M) qh;(~ (16) < q x x -
x x 

hence 

Ix - x(M+1) I ~ 
x(M) h;(H~ 1/HM x(M+1) 1/HM 

(17) q · (q x - 1) = (qx x - 1) x x x x x 

or approximately 

(18) 
jx - x(M+1) I ~ ~ - 1 x 

with 

(19) 

Consequently, ~ - 1 represents the bound of a relative accuracy whiph must be 
. -2 fixed, e. g. to 10 , that means ~ = 1.01. Because of (15) equation (18) yields 

the condition 

(20) ~+1 = 
lg~ 

~ · 

Similar relations hold for y and z. A special example is: 

~ = 10 , ~ = 1.01 ' Hx = 4 ~ M = 3 , q = ~ x 

With each of the M + 1 steps at least (2 Hx + 1)(2 HY + 1)(2 Hz + 1) values 
$(~, ~, s) are computed. So it is possible to estimate the computational expense. 
In the realistic case 
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Ax = Ay = Az = 10 , ~ = ~ = Qz = 1.01 , Hx = Hy = Hz = 4 

at least 4 x 93 = 2916 computations of (12) are necessary. The postulation ~ = 
= ~ = Qz = 1.001 requires two further steps, that implies 50 p. c. additional 
expense. 

4. References 

[1] NEUNHOFER, H. Non-linear energy-frequency curves in statistics 
of earthquakes. 
Pure and appl. Geophys • .zg (1969/I), p. 76 - 83 
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Projective. Seismicity and .~ocal Volume 

By 

R. MAAZ and W. ULLMANN 1 ) 

Summary 

The projective seismicity of a single earthquake results from the local seismicity 
of the concerned quake. For the focal region a spherical and a cylindrical model are 
discussed. The volume of the focal region is identified with the focal volume. For 
calculation of the radius of both the sphere and the cylinder a common formula based 
on the BATH and DUDA relation between the focal volume and the magnitude of an earth
quake is used . 

Studying the distribution of earthquakes with respect to space and time requires, 
besides the systematic col.lection of the seismic data, a theoretical concept:!.on .for 
working up these data. Such a concept is up to now a matter of scientific research 
and has to be adequate to the special aim of the study of distribution of the earth-· 
quakes in space and time. With respect to t ectonical processes leading to the release 
of ear~hquakes it seems to be essential to have regard on the deformation energy of 
single quakes for the quantitative description of their space-time distribution. 
These energy values can be estimated only from that energy amount which is radiated 
by seismic waves. 

The tectonical aspect of earthquake actbrity as well as the physical aspect led 
the authors to start from, and to carry on, the old idea to comprehend seismicity of 
a region and a time interval ~ as a sum of all values Ei (i = 1, 2, ... ) of 
concerned earthquakes related to the volume or area of the investigated region and 
to the duration l~I of the considered time interval [4]. The suitable generaliza
tion of this definition yields seismicity S[Z,t] as a continuous function of space 
point Z and time point t by superposition 

(1) s[z, t] = ~ s 1 [z, t] 
l. 

of the contributions silZ,t] belonging to the single earthquakes marked by their 
number, i. The function si[Z , t] has to be comprehended as the distribution of 
energy Ei in space and time. 'rherefore, we put suitably 

(2) sJz, t] 

where cri and wi mean the time interval and the focal region, respectively, 

1 ) Central Earth Physics Institute of the AdW der DDR, part Jena, 69 Jena (GDR) , 
Burgweg 11 
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yielding an effective contribution of that quake to the seismicity value in Z 
t. It is clear that dv and dt denote the time element and volume element in 

Furtheron, seismicity is regarded not as an explicit 
a time interval 1' which may be large enough, say some 
funtion S[Z , 1'] at point Z for the time interval 1' 

function of time t but of 
decades. The seismicity 
is expressed by 

(3) s[z, 1'] = I ~I ~ s[z, t] dt = ~"f [Ei ~ pi(t) dt] q1(z) 

The integral 

(4) J p1 (t) dt = J pi(t) dt = (P1')i ~ 1 
1' 1'ncr i 

gets the value 1 if the corresponding time range cri of the i-th quake is totally 
part of the studied time interval 1'. To put pi(t) as a DIRAC function with its 
maximum at the i-th focal time ti is mathematically very simple but physica:ly 
rather irrelevant. Nevertheless, if we do so, all earthquakes insi de of ., contri
bute with (P1')i = 1 and all quakes outside of 1' with (P_,)i = 0 ; so ·.;hey are 
of no .interes"t. That is the mathematical expression for ·!;he :;:>resent si-;uai;;ivn ·D:~ 

studying seismicity of a time interval. 

It is not c-:inYenient to represent seismicity of & space. Therefore._ i-:; ii:. usual 
to give a two-dimensio.nal representation of space seismici"ty ma.;;>s drawing l:'...ne;:! of 
equal J eveL Then it is necessary to collect the concerned information along th.3 
vertical straight line coinciding with the arbitrary point Z'1 at the surfa:}e of 
the Earth. Tha".:;; means, we have 
seismicity depending on depth 
defining seismicity s 1 [Z', 1'] 

to give up information about ·the variability -:if' the 
z. This is obtained certainly in ~he best man::ier -::JY 
of surface point Z' as, ·'.;he i;:i1;egral mear. 

1 " ~ ] = T::T J SLZ, ~ dv 
; e I E: 

w:...th respect ·co the iufinitesimal projection cor.e e:. ':'h:~ s field functi ;:;n i:=. ca}.iHd. 
projeci;;ive seismic:i"ty. It is again a superposition of certain ·~o::i.tributi ·:ms si ;·?; , t, 

(6) S' [Z' , 1'] r: I~ 

1'] - siLZ, ' i 

where 

3 E p~ 
" (7) s' [Z', ~· = q(Z) dz z E z;; Z' € t;; J R I 151 J ~ 

z;; 

(Furtheron the J.ndex i is omitted.) Ff.ere R means tbe radius of the spherical 
Earth. The funct i on s'[Z', 1'] represents like former heuristic functions a two
dimensional distr:l.bution of the individual energy E wi'!;hout any fixation o:~ ·:;!J.e 
seismicity distribution with depth. Especially this expression does not contain the 
focal C.epth whi.ch in a pro-olematical parameter in forcer sta:llements. 

The procedure to def: .. :c.e seismicity demonstrated here has the advantage to reduce 
the .,projective seismici"ty" to the individual physically motivated function q(Z). 
But now there is the problem to find a suitable function q(Z). - The most obvious 
statement for q(Z) is 

(B) q(Z) = f(x) , x = Qz f(x) = 0 :for r ' 
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where q(Z) depends only on the distance, x, of point Z from the hypocentre . The 
focal region w is limited in this case to the interior of the sphere x < r. The 
most simple analytical statement for f(x) is a polynomial of at least third degree . 

For example, the expression 

(9) f(x) 12 x 2 
+ 2 (~)3] for 0 ~ ~ = 

4 n r 2 [1 - 3 (z;) x r 

realizes the obvious requirements 

(10) f(O) ~ f(x) > f(r) = 0 ' f' (O) = f' (r) = 0 

and (2), that means the condition of normalization 

(11) J q(Z) dv = 1 . 
w 

Now the expression (9) for q(z) helps by integration along the vertical straight 

line s to the formula 

(12) = 
45 E p 17 3 ~ 2 2 . 1 + v I [ .. -3 v ' + 5 v ' + . ·(1 - v' .) ln J 

8 n: R r 2 117 I 1 - v 
1 

' 

where 

(12a) v' with x' = Q'zT 

The function fulfils again essential requirements listed above, including the con
dition that the integral taken over the projection w' of w yields the amount E. 
Because formula (12) seems to be somewhat complicated to compute seismicity (5), in 
practice a second statement should be tried. 

Representing approximately the real focal region w by a vertical circular 
cylinder with centre Q., the hypocentre of the individual earthquake, radius a and 
ver·tical dimension 1, it is obvious to put q(Z) = f 1(x') f 2(Z) • This statement 
separates a priori the horizontal and the vertical variations of q(Z), and the 
integration in formula (7) along the vertical straight line s yields a value in
depending of distance x' being the epicentral distance . In analogy to former re
quirements we have the conditions 

f1(0) = f1(a) = o 

(14) = 0 ' = f2(~) = 0 

and that of normalization. They can be realized by the polynomials 

10 x' 2 I 3 
(15) f 1 (x') = 

n: a2 
[1 - 3 (-) + 2 (~ ) J ' 3 a 

2 (21\-hl) 
2 

+ 2 (21\-hl/J (16) r2Clz-hl) = I [1 - 3 ' 
so that we get the contribution 

Besides, we have been led tc this cylindrical model of w by discussions with Prof . 

GORSHKOV and Dr. SHENKAREVA at the Lomonossov University . 
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.To compare the results one should put r = a so that the horizontal dimensions 
of the two focal models are equal. The values si[Q' , 1'] and sf1 [Q' , 1'] at the 
epicentre Q' are related by 

(18) s±[Q' , 1'] : s±r[Q', 1'] = 9 : 8 • 

Thence sj[Z', 1'] is more concentrated near the epicentre than s±1 [z•, 1'] and 
diminishes more rapidly. From the seismologically obvious conditions s1 [Q, 1'] .. 
= s11[Q, 1'] and r = a results 

(19) 1 = ~ 2 r 

as the length of the cylinder. 

59 

The open question on the dimension of the focal region w reduces now after all 
these considerations to the determination of r, that means to the seismological 
estimation of w where the radiated seismic energy was concentrated before the 
quake. 

With the study of aftershock series of strong earthquakes of magnitude M BATH and 
DUDA stated statistically that the hypocentres of a complete series determine a vo
lume V according to 

(20) lg V = - 5.42 ± 0.51 + (1.47 ± 0.14) M , 

(cf. [1]). It has to be supposed that a great part of the energy of the main shock 
is concentrated in the so defined focal volume. But the amount of energy of the 
main shock outside that volume may be comparable with the first energy part because 
the main shock lies usually at the border of this region. Therefore, in the sense of 
a heuristical procedure it is allowed to identify the focal volume V of the earth
quake series after BATH and DUDA with the volume lwl of the focal region discussed 
above, so we have to put in the cas e of the spherical model 

whence results 

(22) lg r = - 2.01 ± 0.27 + (0 .49 ± 0 . 05) M , 

or to put 

in the case ot the cylindrical model, leading to the equation 

(24) lg r = - 2.06 ± 0.27 + (0.49 ± 0.05) M • 

Despite of !;he discrepancy that the ratio of the focal volumina equals 4 : 3 the 
two relations for r do not differ seriously having in mind the value of the 
variance. Therefore, a mean equation to compute r should be used in general. 
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·rhe Projective Seismicity of an Earthguake with Regard to the Probability Distribu
ti.on of its Epicentre 

By 

W. ULLMANN and R. MAAZ 1 ) 

Summary 

For the analytical representation of the projective seismicity of an earthquake 
the inaccuracy of the epicentral coordinates is taken into account by means of a 
heuristical probability de.nsity distribution of the epicentre. The product of that 
function with the projective seismicity of the concerned quake is the integrand of 
a surface integral whlch defines the probable projective seismicity at any point on 
the Earth's surface for the considered period. The intersection of the projection of 
the focal region to the ~arth's surface with a region belonging to that point, de
termined by the definition area of the probability density of the epicentre, repre
sents the integration region. Practically, the integration proves to be very compli
cated. But in the case of a probability func.tion being independent of the direr.tion 
of the epicentre dislocation and defined at the whole Earth's surface an explicit 
analytical formula can ·be obtained if the model of the focal region and tbe proba

bility function are assumed to be mathematically simple. 

li'or determination of seismicity the localization of earthquakes is necessary. 'I'hE• 

co-ordinates of a punctual seismic source, however, r.an never be computet exactly. 
'l'herefore, the principally inevitable inaccuracies of the fccal data should be ex
pressed by means of suitable probability distributions of the >.ypocen·tres a.·:so :~n 

the analytical representation of seismicity. l?or the ascertainment of tl:e focal co
ordinates using instrumental data recently practicable procedures have been offered 
[1, 2], which take into account systematic errors due to irre§':alarities of the 
underground structure and insufficient seismogram analysis. Suchnear-fieldmethods 
will prove very appropriate for investigation of seismicity of a seismically active 
region. 

All seismicity functions hitherto existing do not contain any information on the 
probability distributions of hypocentres. This holds also for the projective seis
micity of a single earthquake , e, at a point Z' of the Earth's surface, f•, and 
in time interval , 1', which is of interest in the following investigation. It is 
represented by 

( 1) s' [Z' , 1'] = 
3 E P1' 
R j1'1 J q(Z) dy ' s 

[5]. In this formula E means the seismic energy of e, l~I the length of ~. 

P1' a temporal valuation of e with property 0 < P1' ~ 1 (cf.[3]), R the radius 

1 ) Central Earth Physics Institu·te of the AdW der DDR , part Jena, 69 Jena (GDR), 
Burgweg 11 
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of the spherical earth, ~ the intersection of the radius through Z' E r• and the 
focal region w of the earthquake e, Z an arbitrary point of ~' dy the linear 
element of ~ at Z E ~ , and q(Z) the spatial distribution of E in the Earth's 
interior. Per definitionem of w the point function q(Z) equals zero then, and 
only then, if Z lies outside of w. The expression for s'[Z', ~] does not contain 
explicitly the focal depth h of e, hence here the problem of the localization of 
the earthquake e is reduced to the ascertainment of the epicentre, Q'. 

A simple, strongly idealizing condition for w and q(Z) consists in the fact 
that the surface of w is an upright circular cylinder with radius a and altitude 
1, whose axis passes through Q' and the hypocentre Q, and that the distribution 
density of E can be represented by the product 

where 

(3) x' = QiTt 0 ~ x' a 

and 

(4) y2 = n2- x'2 

It is obvious that Q is simUltaneously the centre of the cylinder . Then because of 

(5) J f2(y) dy = 1 
r; 

for the seismicity s'[Z ', ~] the expression 

(6) s'[Z', ~) 

is obtained. 

The mathematically most simple representation of f 1(x') which satisfies all 
physically plausible conditions is 

(?) 

(cf . 

(8) 

= 
10 I 2 I 3 

------2[1-3(~) +2(~)] 
3 n: a 

[3]). Instead of this relation the function 

~3- x' 2 2 t 1 (x') = ~ [ 1 - (-) ] (0 ~ x' ~ 
n a a 

with the properties 

(9) = 0 • 

(10) = = 0 ' 

and 

(11) 
a 
J x' f (x ' ) dx' 
0 1 

1 = ~ ' 

a) 

which also characterize the former expression in (7) , will be used, The reason for 
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this modification of f 1(x') will not be clear before the end of further considr 
erations. 

bj 

Because of the principally unavoidable uncertainties of the lo·calization of the 
earthquake e it is not sure that the fixed point Q' e ~· represents.the epicen
tre of e. As the locus of the real epicentre, however, certainly a point Q" of 
the region 0(Q') .£ r• comes into question. The probabilit7 that the real epicentre 
is situated in the surface element df of 0(Q') at point Q" is expressed by 
~ ~ 

W(Q' Q") df, where the vector function W(Q'Q") defined in 0(Q') describes the 
probability density of the position of the epicentre of e, hence 

~ 

(12) J W(Q' 
0(Q') 

Q") df = 1 

holds and with regard to the special meaning of Q' 

-. ~ 

(13) W(O) > W(Q' Q"). > 0 for Q" :f Q' . 
~ 

At the border of 0(Q') the vector function W(Q' Q") vanishes. 

The projection of the focal region on the Earlih' s surface is denoted by w'. The 
probable dislocation of the epicentre from Q' to Q" effects the virtual displa
cement of w' into the congruent region w" c I'*. It may be assumed that w" is __.. 
produced from w' always by the translation indicated by the vector Q' Q". I.n 
that way the arbi tilary point Z' e w' is transformed into Z'.' E w", and we obtain 

----+ ~ 
(14) Z' Z" = Q' Q" • 

~ 

For each point Z' e l.d ' the set of possible translations · Z' Z" yields a region 
0(Z') parallel and congruent to 0(Q'). The union of these regions defines the 
point set 

(15) w = u 0(Z') 
Z' ew' 

of all the points Z" E "f• coming into question. 

The probability that the picture of Z' e w' gets into the surface element 
-._.;;j; 

df" C r• at point Z" E 0(Z ' ) cw is expressed by W(Z' Z") df". Because of (14) 

we have 

~ ---? 
(16) W(Z' Z") = W(Q' Q") 

• Co:p.sequently, for the contribution ds"[Z", 1'] 

at the point Z" E w and in the time interval 
get the relation 

~ 

(17) ds"[Z", 1'] = s'[Z ' , 1'] df ' W(Z' Z") 

to the probable projective seismicity 
~ 

1' the displacement Z' Z" helps to 

Herefrom by integration (at first; on the whole region w' ) . '· 

( 18) s It [ z It ' 1' J 
\ 

~ = J s'[Z ' , 1'] W(Z' Z") df' 
w' 

results. To each po:j_nt Z" E w belongs a region 0(Z") .s, I'* , characterized by 
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(19) z I E 0(Z") ~ 

With it the formula 

~ 

W(Z I Z") > 0 . 

~ 
= J' . . s l[Z ~ z Ii ) df I 

w'n0(Z") 

takes the place of (18). Thi.a relation is idel:ltical with (18) exactly if ~(Z 11 ) = r• 
and therefore 18(Q 1

) = r• comes true. 

•rhe vector equation 

.~ ~~ 
(21) Q' Z' = Q' Z" - Q' Q" -obtained by means of (14) helps to understand the geometry of 18(Z") C I''*. Because 

~ . 

Q' and also Z" .·· in (19). are fixed points the Q1 · Z" iii (21) means a constant 
~ . 

vector. On . the one hand, let all possible vectors · -Q' Qi' with Q" E 0(Q') · be 

carried to Z". Then (21) describes the · set of these points Z' which define the 
~· 

region 18(Z"). On the other hand, the h.ead of . the vector -Q' Q" with Q' as its 
origin and Q" E 0(Q') E f* lies in a region 18(Q") c I'• which obviously results 

from 0(Q') by a half rotation in the plane Earth's surface I'* about the fulcrum 

Q'. Consequently, the region 0(Z") fbllows. from a virtual parallel displacement of 

0(Q") in the plane r• which transfers Q' to the fixed point zu . These con

siderations, notabene, are superfluous in the case 0(Q') = r• . 

The evaluation of the integral in (20) is nearly always very complicated, but in 

general.it can be carried out technically. The analytical problems above all consist 

in the limitation of the region 0(Z'') and the structLlr.e of the probability density 
~ 

W(Z' Z"). In order to get a closed eJ!:Prei;ision 'f'.or the probable projective seis111icity 

s"[Z", 1'] it must be assumed · 0(Q') = r• · and 

~ ~ 
(22) W(Z' Z") = w(r;) with Z' Z" 

Besides let be 

(23) Q' Z" - · x" • ~ Z' Q' z•i -

and represent s' [Z', 1'] like in (6) 

(24) r; 2 = x 12 + x112 - 2 x' x" cos a 

and 

(25) df' = x' dx' do: 

(20) and (18) respectively become 

- Q • 

a 
' 

by means of the function (8). then because of 

(26) 
9 E P1' 

TC R a
2 11'1 

a , 2 2 2rc 2 2 
J x' [1 - (~ ) ] J w(-/ x' +x" -2x'x" cosa:) do: dx' . 
0 0 

Obviously, the aspired aim can be attained only by use of an extremely simple 

analytical expression for w(g). rherefore, 

(27) w(g) with b = canst (b > 0) 
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is adopted, This function satisfies the normalization condition (12) , '!'he surface 

over plane f* geometrically representing the function (2?) has the shape of a bell 

with its absolute maximum w( 0) = + at the point Z" and the infinitely far 
b 7r 

edge on r•. ·I'he points in which the surface is cur•ved parabolically form a circle 

.b d2w(:?z) = 0 
paraJ.iel tO f* With the radiUS -- t beCaUSe it holds 2 

../5 de 

For seismological interpretation of the parameter b the notion of the standard 

devio:t;ion, a, of a one-dimensional (direction inva!'iant) distribution of the pro

bable epicentre deviation Q' ri" = e is helpful. After (2?) such a distribution is 

definEJd by 

(28) w = o w(e) 

where the positive constant C has the dimension of a length and because of the 

normalization condition 

(29) 

submits to 

(30) c b - ~ . 
l'he variw.ce a2 follmvs pe;:- defi.nitionem from the equati.on 

2 +oo 
rl b2 00 u2 du b2 

B(~, (31) s c w(e) de -s (J = = 2)2 = 2ri 
-00 rr. 0 (1 + u 

(et'. [ 4 J). Regarc.ing the rela.tLm 

betwee11 the beta and the garJJLi.a. function B(.S, r;) 9.nd. :'(<;) 

as the functional ec;;uation re.; + 1 ) = .; r(.;) a:r.d, iins.ll~r ' 

i'(;) == -/ii 

(33) = 

,. 
'' ~) 

respectively as well 
·t;he special value 

follows from (3'i). It :is remarkable that cr = b/~ does not consid.era::1ly d.iffer 

i:rom the radius b/../5 of the circle which is the geo:metricd locus o"i: all poi~"i:;.s 

ot' parabolic curvature of ·the bell-shaped S'..trface representing the p::-obabili·<;y den

sity. 

With the substitution 

(34) c = 
~. 2 

b"' + (x' - x")-
2 x' x••--- + 1 > ·1 

and because of (2-'~) th'= expres sion (27) gets the form 

(35) w(e) = 
b2 1 

4- j[ x:2 x"2 (c - cos a:)2 

and one obtains 
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(36) J7r w(-/x• 2 + x 112 - 2x' x" cos a:) da: = 
0 

From (34) 

07) c .± 1 b 2 + (x' .± x 11
)
2 

= 2 x' x" 

follows so that 

(38) c2 - 1 

b2 2rr da: 
4 7r x' 2 x 112 ~ _(_c ___ c_o_s_a:_)~2 

= 

Using (36) and ()8) the representation (26) can be transformed into 

9 E b2 P 
(39) s"[Z", 1'] = 1' I 

7rRa6 11'1 ' 
where 

(40) I 

For evaluation of this integral the substitutions 

(41) = u • a2 + b2 - x"2 = A 

prove suitable, Hereby (40) is transformed into 

(42) I = 

with 
A 

(43) S du 
2~ A-a 

A 
(44) I 1 = A (A - 4 x"2 ) J u du 

A-a2 ~ 

2 A 2 d 
I = 2 (x" - A) J u u 

2 A-a2~ 
(45) 

(46) I = JA u3 du 
3 A-a2 ~ 

where 

( 47) <P(u) = (u2 + 4 b2 x" 2 ) 3/2 • 

Instead of (39) the explicit formula 

(48) S II [ Z'' 1 1' J = 
9 E b2 P 1' 
rrRa

6 11'1 
= 

= 
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is used with the terms 

2 1 (~ 
b2 ,,2 

(49) Io (~) - x ) = ~ b2 x"2 + 

x"2) ( 1 1 
(50) I1 = A (A - 4 

b2 
- -) 

11 2 B 
+ x 

.x:"2) (~ 
b2 ,.2 2 b2 

2 (A - - x (51) I2 = b2 x"2 + lnm) 
+ 

(52) = 

and the substitution quantity 

(53) B = ~)2+b2 

'I'hese extensive calculations in consequence of the underlying simple functions 
(8) and (27) for analytical representation of the projective seismicity and the 

~ 

probability density W(Q' Q") show, on the one hand, the difficulties arising in 

connection with the determination of s"[Z", 1'] according to (20) and justify, on 
the other hand, the choice of the function concerned. 
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Comparison of the Results of Diffet'ent Procedures of !;he . Calculating of the Magnitude 
- Frequency Relation 

By 

n. PRocrrA.zKovP. 1) 

Summary 

It is demonstrated that i;he valu(~ri of the para.meters in the magnitude-frequency 
relation of GUTENBERG and HICHTER depend strongly on the method of their determina
tion. Correspondlng recomill~ndatinns are given, 

The relatiun bet;ween the ;1umber of earthquakes and their magnitude is of primary 
importance in seisrnolo1~·y 'l'<is relation is usually approximated by a stra.ight line, 

exceptionally by two or three straight lines. It is usually written in the form 

log N = a - b M , 

where N is the nwnber cf earthquakes with magnitude M + dM and a, b are con-
stants. The values of these constants vary from region to region. Phey depend, how
evP.r, a!;so on the length of the period, on "the preliminary treatment of material 
before calculation, on the method of calculation and on application of simple or 

cumulative frequency. The influence of these quantities may be seen on Tabl.e 1, 
which is calculated for the seismic region in western Greece [2]. 

In ·rable 1 the values in the first and second lines correspond to the period 
1901 - 1955 and. to the extended period 190'1 - 1967, respectively. The fir•st and the 

second parts of the table correspond to the class 0,5 of magnitude unit. The values 
in the first row are calculated using centres of classes, tne valaes in the second 
row correspond to the weight;ed means within each class, and the third row corre
sponds to ·the class 0.1 of magnitude unit. 'l'he first column coni;ains val.i.es a, o 

calculated by the least squares method. In the second column values a, b ar& cal
culated by the generalized l.east squares method, and in the third column they are 
det;errained by the maximum likelihood method. The fourth ard fifth columns give val 1.ies 

of b calculated. by the formulas 0f PAGE and of U'f'SU, respectively. 

The val.ues in the upper part of the table correspond to a simple freqaency of 

earthquakes, whereas the values in the lower part correspond to a cwnulati"'e frequen-
cy of earthquakes. By comparing all values listen in the table we see that a and 
b depend on the procedure of tt.e p:i.~eparation of data and on the method of calcu
la<;:i.oL. Tb.e individu.al values usually do not lie within the limits of errors of the 

-other values. 

1 ) Geophysical Institute, Czechosl. Acad. Sci., Pragu~, Ho~ni II, fraha 4 - Spofilov 
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Table 1. Region 10 + 13 

Least squares Generalized least squares 

a b a b 

Centres of 6.03 .::!: 0.30 0.78 .± 0.05 5.24 .± 0.36 0.62 .± 0.08 
classes 5. 71 .± 0.30 0.70 .± 0.05 0.70 .± 0.05 0.56 .± 0.07 

Weighted 6.19 .± 0.29 0.81 .± 0.05 5.49 .± o. 39 0.67 .± 0.08 
mean 5.84 .± 0.26 0.73 .± 0.05 5.25 .± 0.35 0.61 .± 0.07 

Step 0.1 4.78 .± 0.29 0.69 .± 0.05 4.23 .± 0.37 0.56 .± 0.08 
4.54 .± 0.26 0.62 .± 0.05 4.10 .± 0.33 0.52 .± 0.07 

Cumulative frequency 

Centres of 6.75 .± 0.32 0.88 .± 0.06 5.a9 .± o.2a 0.71 .± 0.06 
classes 6.52 .± 0.32 0.81 .± 0.06 5.34 .± 0.23 0.65 .± 0.05 

Step 0.1 6. 79 .± 0.14 0.92 .± 0.03 5.92 .± 0.14 0.74 .± 0.03 
6.69 .± 0.17 0.87 .± 0.03 5.79 .± 0.11 0.69 .± 0.03 

Maximum likelihood 
a b 

5.31 0.64 
5.06 0.57 

5.54 0.68 

5.29 0.62 

4.05 0.53 
3.90 0.49 

5.95 0.72 
5.89 0.67 

5.96 0.75 
5.83 0.70 

PAGE 
b 

0.59 
0.53 

0.66 
0.61 

0.53 
0.49 

0.66 
0.61 

0.75 
0.70 

UTSU 
b 

0.62 
0.58 

0.69 
0.65 

0.59 
0.55 

0.68 
0.64 

0.77 
0.72 

(]) 
\.!:) 
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From Table 1 it follows that we must respect the follc:iwing rules before we can 
compare the parameters a and b valid in different regions: 

1. All values of a, b must be calculated using ei:thei' the simple or the cumulative 
frequency of earthquakes. 

2. The original material must correspond to the same period·and the same range of M 
or E and the same magnitude scale, M or m. 

3. The parameters have to be calculated by the same me ~od. 

4. Identical magnitude classes must be used. 

Only if these principles are applied the parameters a and b can be compared for 
different regions. If they are ignored, differences occur, which hav.e no relation to 
the process of earthquake generation itself, having a purely formal ch(,lrac;ter. The 
detailed analysis of this problem is given in the papers [1, 3]. 
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Summary 

The Informational Energy and Entropy· in Statistics 
and Prediction of Earthguakes 

By 

G. PURCARU 1 ) 

71 

The paper introduces new characteristics of earthquakes, the informational ener
gy, e,, and entropy, H. They are given by corresponding formulas for different types 
of magnitude~frequency relations and models of magnitude distributions of earth

quakes. 

The estimations of .the coefficient b are also obtained, giving its new inter-
. pretat:loIJ. i!lterms of Hand. £. The coefficient b in the GUTENBERG-RICHTER re
lation reflects the i ·nformational state of the given earthquake sequence with 
respect to magnitude and appears as a measure of the degree of disorder in earth
quake event systems. The following formulas were derived: b = K

0 
10-H and b = K1 £ , 

where K
0 

and K1 are constants. 

Some interpretations of H and £ are made for earthquake prediction in space, 
time and size, and it is concluded that the degree of prediction can be estimated 
only in a probabilistic way. For earthquake analysis the efficiency of H and £ is 
given by introducing the utility (priority) measure of an event with respect to a 
given object. Finally, the term of informational earthquake activity is introduced 
for the construction of corresponding maps as a function of different purposes. 

1 ) Mining Research Institute, Seismostatistical Research Group ; 
pers. addr. : Bul . Ana Ipatescu, 40, Bucharest , Romania 
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